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Vale

David Ellis
13.4.1931 - 17.7.2016
Hard for us to say, however David
Ellis died very suddenly early on
the 17th July at the age of 85.
David was very well known to
most of us, in various guises. He
had a long career as a salesman
par excellence before beginning his
own business – Ellis and Associates.
The focus of that business was one
of problem solving. Along the way,
David’s ‘entrepreneurial’ nature (in
the best sense of that often misused
word) and strong intellect led to the
creation of exciting new materials and
his company introduced many fine
chemicals to the Australian personal
care industry.
His daughter, Lisa has been the
face of the company for many years
however David remained active –
working four days a week until quite
recently. And still working just two
days before his death.
People who knew David would
know him to be a true gentleman.
He had a smile for everyone and
a twinkle in his eyes for the ladies.

David was a true gentleman and I have
very fond memories of him.
He always made me feel welcome
when we caught up and had that
amazing ability to focus on the
conversation without distraction.
He will be very much missed by
many people.
Julian and Liz Jones
While I miss my friends from across
the ASCC and IFSCC, having been
absent from conferences for some
time, I clearly recall David Ellis from
his time at Mallinckrodt. That’s how I
met him, when he sold me equipment
and chemicals for our expanding
laboratory. It was David who launched
those blue-capped bottles that were
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David enjoyed innocent flirting –
especially on the dance floor as many
can attest.
I knew David for over 30 years,
and to me he was very much a
mentor – generous with his time and
knowledge.
He was definitely someone who
wanted to create a solution – a
characteristic he displayed from a
very early age.
David told a story that I believe
absolutely was David all over. The
family lived opposite a cow paddock
in South Australia, this is how he told
the story that really sums him up
“At South Terrance we had cows
living opposite our house, in Spring
we would sit down in the high grass,
and cows being inquisitive would
come over for a look and give us a
lick, we would scratch their heads
and hop onto their necks, the cows
would give us a ride to the nearest
fence and stop, where we would
tumble over the fence.
During the depression if we wanted
to earn money we had to be creative

so useful and became standard in
laboratories. They were frequently
sighted on television news items filmed
about research.
When you had an appointment with
David, it was an appointment you
looked forward to – one that would
come with ideas and energy and a
smile.
Thoughts are with David’s family and
colleagues.
Alan Oppenheim
Although I didn’t have as much contact
with David as some of the others I
remember him as a true gentleman!
My thoughts are with Lisa and her
family.
Jenny Brown

and work for it
We would collect the cow pats
from the Parklands and turned this
into liquid fertilizer, we would sell this
to the local ladies who would use
this to fertilize their flowers. Where
most other people thought of these
pats as nuisance, something not to
be stepped on, we could see their
potential.”
David’s broad smile and easy
charm must have been important to
their selling success, however seeing
the opportunity was the key. He never
lost his touch. We shall miss you very
much David.

He always had a smile on his face
… very sad … condolences to the Ellis
family.
Connie Sesta
Very sad news to hear.
Sharon Morse
I have known David for thirty years.
I remember how encouraging and
supportive he was of me when I
started the magazine. He was always
the gentleman and will be remembered
fondly. I hope the family find comfort
in knowing the thoughts and prayers
of their friends are with them at this
sad time.
Joy Harrison
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LISA DELLA-BOSCA Lisa has been a professional skin therapist working
in the industry for over 30 years.
After the first couple of years as a beauty therapist, Lisa had a driving force
to understand the cause and treatment for the clients skin disorders she was
managing, but at this stage could only treat superficially. The solution was
to study natural therapies. For over 25 years Lisa has married the science of
natural therapies especially nutrition with skin science with skin therapy to gain
solutions for skin disorders and skin conditions.

AUDREY PARATORE is a professional skin practitioner experienced in
many aspects of professional, complimentary and paramedical skin care. She
has more than 10 years experience as a Senior Lecturer in Vocational Education
and consults for a number of leading skin care companies. Audrey describes
herself as a life student of skin science and derives fulfilment in sharing
information with other Skin Therapists empowering them to further their careers
and bring awareness to the privilege of working hands-on with clients.

WENDY FREE has degrees in Science (B.Sc) and Technology Management
(M.Tech Mngt) and is a member of a number of industry associations including
Australian Society of Microbiologists, Royal Australian Chemical Institute,
Association of Therapeutic Goods Consultants and is a Fellow of the Australian
Organisation for Quality. With more than 25 years industry experience, Wendy’s
current roles include APVMA GMP auditioning, contributing to the Cochrane
Collaboration and on a day to day basis, Scientific Director Quality Matters Safety
Matters Pty Ltd (QMSM) that has over the last decade Wendy has provided
expertise to over 400 Australian and International businesses. She specialises
in regulatory compliance, commercialisation, troubleshooting and GMP systems,
and considers cosmetics amongst the most challenging and enjoyable part of
her work.

PAM STELLEMA is the Principal Coach and founder of SalonSavy, and
provides specialised industry based phone coaching to her clients. Pam has
owned and operated several highly successful salons, and specialises in
maximising salon productivity and profits. She has also authored the book
“3 ½ Secrets to Salon Success”
Pam can be contacted via her website www.SalonSavy.com.au or
phone 011 617 5529 6467 or 0431 975 515.

JOHN STATON has a background of over 40 years experience in the
pharmaceutical and healthcare industries. John is a life member of the
ASCC and serves in a number of industry representative roles with ASMI,
ACCORD, TGA and Standards. He is the Australian representative to the ISO
Committee on Sunscreen Testing-TC 217. (The committee for development of
sunscreen standards). John is also in demand as a speaker on the International
Conference Circuit.
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MARG SMITH is the owner of Syndet Works
– an Australian company established in 1984 to
formulate and produce soap free skincare bars.
Syndet has developed an enviable reputation for
custom formulated and manufactured skincare that
now extend well beyond the origins of the business.

TINA ASPRES has worked as a Pharmacist for
almost 20 years in retail, industry and academia
as well as being a Cosmetic Chemist. Currently
she works in industry and has vast experience in
both the pharmaceutical and healthcare arenas.
In addition to this she is a casual academic at
UTS, School of Health, (Faculty of Pharmacy
in Pharmaceutics). Tina has a great interest in
clinical research in dermatology and the treatment
of skin disease and conditions and is Clinical Trial
Coordinator at South West Sydney Dermatology. She
is a keen researcher in transdermal drug delivery systems. Tina is a Member of
the Pharmaceutical Society of Australia and a Member of the Australian Society
of Cosmetic Chemists. She regularly consults pharmaceutical companies in the
area of acne, eczema and skincare especially in the area of cosmeceuticals and
has devised and written numerous support, training and education material for
companies aimed at both professionals and consumers. Tina consults for the
Eczema Association Australasia and is on their Integrity Assessment Panel and
has worked with Choice Magazine on numerous reports. Tina has presented
at the Annual Scientific Meeting of the Australasian College of Dermatologists
and has published within the pharmacy and medical literature in the area of
sun protection, Vitamin D, skin cancer prevention and eczema as well as coauthoring the book ‘All About Kids’ Skin – The Essential Guide’ published by
ABC Books

EMMA SUTHERLAND is a successful
naturopath and TV presenter, her mission in life is
to inspire women to get their “Mojo” back. She is
the expert nutritionist on the Logie nominated “Eat
Yourself Sexy” on LifeStyle You. She is also a key
contributor and expert panellist for the recently
launched Woolworths Baby & Toddler Club. With
over 10 years experience working with women,
Emma is the woman to turn to if you want your
Mojo back!

JAMES GILLARD is the Principal of Insurance
Made Easy whose services include – business
insurance, travel insurance and financial services.
Insurance Made Easy has a client list of over
2000 businesses from all industries. The relevant
major insurance schemes are – Hair and Beauty,
Pharmaceutical Companies and Natural Therapists.
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RIC WILLIAMS was educated in Sydney
obtaining his Bachelor of Science in Pure and
Applied Chemistry from the University of New South
Wales (1980) and a Diploma of Environmental
Studies from Macquarie University in 1983.
Ric has had 40 years experience in the industry
working for many companies and operating his own
consultancy business for many years.
He has presented many lectures and workshops
at national conferences for the Australian Society
of Cosmetic Chemists (ASCC), the Association of
Professional Aestheticians of Australia (APAA), Cosmetic and Pharmaceutical
Special Interest Group (CAPSIG) and also beauty colleges nation wide.

EMANUELA ELIA is the Director of Ozderm, which
specialises in in vivo testing and clinical trials for
cosmetic and personal care products. Emanuela
Elia has a law degree from Rome and a Master
of International Business from the University of
Sydney. She had collaborated with Australia’s
longest serving Contract Research Organisation
Datapharm for a few years before setting up a
cosmetic and personal care products testing facility
in 2009. Emanuela is enthusiastic about improving
the quality of cosmetic and personal care products’
research in Australia through science.

WENDY LOCKYEAR founder and principal
of Advance Massage Australasia has been in the
natural and remedial therapies industry since 1972
and is an accredited member of the Australian
Traditional Medicine Society, and an accredited
training provider with over 26 years clinical
experience and over 18 years in education, training
and instructional skills, teaching a wide variety of
remedial modalities from general interest and post
graduate workshops to accredited units up to an
Advanced Diploma level, Wendy travels extensively
and delivers regular annual seminars. Wendy specialises in delivering her
courses and workshops one or two on one and recommends this for any one
seeking a maximum level of competency based training.

STEVE WELSH is a cosmetic packaging
specialist with over 20 years experience across
all mediums of packaging. As the director of
Weltrade Packaging, Steve leads a team of
designers, technicians, printers and supply chain
professionals. To ensure the best exposure of
your beauty, skincare or cosmetics brand. Steve’s
philosophy is to design your packaging correctly,
right from the start, so you can elevate your brand
and move more product. Steve works closely with
leaders in the cosmetic industry to ensure that your
packaging consistently stands out on the shelves within this highly competitive
market.
the science of beauty
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things you must do
to keep your clients returning
by Pam Stellema

I

Unless you’re the odd one out, your salon
or spa is probably losing clients without
even noticing them slip away.
Today, there is a great deal of
competition for the same clients, and
unfortunately, client loyalty is not what
it used to be. This isn’t always because
salons were better back in the day, but
more likely because there were simply
less salons to choose from, and therefore
going somewhere else wasn’t always the
best option when there was a service
hiccup.
People are now more informed and
less tolerant of poor quality treatments
and customer service, and they’re not shy
about telling other people about their
experiences via social media and the
internet.
This is why it’s essential that you’re on
top of your quality control and know
how to be (or become) the go-to salon in
your area.
In this article, I’ll pose some questions
to help you discover how to keep your
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VIP clients returning to your salon for
the long-term.

Have you got your
welcome right?
Believe it or not, getting new clients is
the easy bit. The difficult part is getting
them to return.
Statistics show us that in some salons
as many as three out of four new
clients visit just once, and never come
back. Now some salons do better than
this of course, but the fact is that once
a prospective client arrives in your
salon, your sole goal should be to get
them to come back.
A new client’s first impression of your
salon should be the best you can possibly
deliver. If you don’t look, smell or feel
professional, you’re already off to a bad
start.
Clients will make assumptions about
their forthcoming treatment based on
their first impressions.
Don’t let yourself down before you

even have the chance to prove how good
you really are.

Does your new client leave
with a thorough understanding
of everything you offer?
In most instances, clients know very
little about your salon by the end of their
first visit.
It’s your job to make sure your new
client knows what you offer, and what
Vol 6 No 1

makes you the best salon in the area.
And there’s never going to be a better
time than at the first visit. Tell them
about your services, your programs, and
everything else that they’ll benefit from
by being a client in your salon.
If you offer a Rewards Program,
Referral Rewards, Special Birthday
Offers, Monthly Promotions or anything
else that makes you stand out from other
salons, you need to make certain that
your prospective client knows about it as
soon as possible.
If you wait for the second visit, it may
never happen.

Do you provide a financial
incentive to return?
On the first visit, many clients leave
unsure of whether they’ve found their
perfect salon. You need to give these
clients a worthwhile reason to return
and give you another opportunity to
shine.
Ensure your new client receives a
voucher from your salon to entice
them back. Most people will find a
voucher irresistible, unless they were
really unhappy with your treatments or
service.
Once you get your new client back,
the relationship phase is underway, and
they’ll start to feel much more at home
and comfortable in your salon.
This is then the beginning of a
beautiful relationship.

Are you rewarding loyalty?
Clients are just like you and me. We all
love to be rewarded!
By introducing a Loyalty Rewards
Program you can reward your clients
for spending their money with you, and
they’ll love it.
If you’re computerised, it’s generally as
easy as turning on the loyalty program
option in your software and deciding
how your reward points will be attained
and spent. If you’re not yet computerised,
the good old card system works just as
well.
Just keep in mind that your reward
must feel like a true reward. If it’s not
meaningful for your clients, they won’t
Vol 6 No 1
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... take control of the booking
process, and ensure every client is
offered a re-booking for their next
appointment ...

have any reason to return to your salon,
instead of trying the one around the
corner.

Are you being consistent?
Your clients love to know exactly what
they are going to receive when they visit
your salon or spa. Change is not always
your friend; even if it’s sometimes in the
client’s favour.
Be consistent in all things that affect
your clients, especially in the treatments
that they receive. Even a missed cup of
coffee on arrival can make a client antsy
sometimes.
This also means you must be cautious
when providing freebies (discretionary
services) to your clients. While the
clients do love getting that something
extra on the day for no charge, it can
backfire on you when those little
extras are not provided at every visit.
After all, if the client receives a little
extra pampering once, she’s got every
right to expect it’s a normal part of the
treatment.
Create a protocol for all your services
and ensure all team members stay rigidly
within that protocol when delivering
services. If you want to deliver a little
extra pampering, add it to your protocol.
Nothing more and nothing less is then
the best policy.

What are your
re-booking skills like?
How frustrating is it when a
good client rings your salon for an
appointment and you just don’t have a
single spot available for them? Naturally
they become frustrated, and you’re left
feeling stressed, because you know that
there’s a good chance your client might
try another salon for an appointment at a
time that suits her.
Getting your client’s to re-book is a

❜

skill that needs to be perfected so this
kind of scenario almost never happens to
you. Once a client goes elsewhere, you
run the risk of losing them permanently,
and that can cost your business thousands
of dollars in potential revenue.
Added to that is the massive impact
regular appointments have on your
profits.
When a four weekly client is left to
her own devices, she’ll often extend her
booking interval out to six weeks. What
this means for you is over four visits less
per year from that one client.
Do the sums. For most salons it can
mean up to a $50,000 loss in revenue.
Can you afford to lose this amount of
money each and every year?
Most likely not.
The only way to really make sure this
doesn’t happen to you is to take control
of the booking process, and ensure every
client is offered a re-booking for their
next appointment (or several) before they
leave your salon.
When you re-book a client, you are
actually helping her to get what she
wants, when she wants it.

How are your
communication skills?
Constant quality communication
helps to build and maintain the rapport
you have with your clients. If you’re not
constantly top-of-mind, clients can be
lured away quite easily.
Stay in touch with your clients
regularly with informative newsletters
that have content they want to read. Use
SMS marketing to promote your special
offers.
Don’t rely solely on Social Media to
stay in touch unless you’re willing to
use paid advertising. Without it, your
message won’t reach many of your
followers anymore.
the science of beauty
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Success is nothing more than
a few simple disciplines,
practiced every day.

Do you have a program for
client referrals?
Did you know that if a client refers a
friend to your salon, she’s far less likely
to leave herself? Because she’s sung your
praises to the person she’s referred, she’d
feel a bit foolish going elsewhere without
a very good reason.
Referrals are gold for your business
and not just because they bring in new
clients, but because they help to keep the
ones you’ve already got.

Are you living up
to your promises?
Think about it.
Do you promote yourself as a serene
salon where clients come to relax and
pamper themselves, but you also have a
kid’s corner in your waiting area?
If this is the case then you’re not living
up to the promises you’ve made in your
marketing.
Get clear about what your salon style
really is. If you promise total pampering,
get rid of the kids corner, and ask clients
to have their children looked after while
they enjoy their treatments.
If however, you want to be known as
family friendly, a kid’s corner is almost a
must.
Whatever it is that you’re promising to
be to your clients, don’t disappoint them
with if you want them to return.

Is it time to let go
of the silly rules?
Make your salon client friendly and
get rid of silly and often offensive rules
and signage that make the clients feel
uncomfortable (you know the ones I
mean ... ‘Turn off your mobile phone
or you will be shot and fed to the
crocodiles!’)
Your goal should be to make each
and every client feel like they’re being
10
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welcomed into a warm, friendly
environment where they’re respected and
valued for their patronage; not one step
away from being in a prison camp.
Resist the temptation to punish every
client for the sins of one or two who’ve
done the wrong thing, and ditch the
dictator-style signage that clients will
find insulting.
Every salon needs to have some rules
and policies, but learn how to phrase
them in such a way that the clients feel
like your rules and policies are there to
make their life more enjoyable, not less.

What’s your
Point of Difference?
Be unique. Stand out from the rest
of the salons in your area by offering
something that your clients simply can’t
get somewhere else.
Many salon owners make the huge
mistake of believing that being cheap
is what their clients want. The truth
is your clients want to receive value;
not necessarily cheap services. I’ve
experienced cheap and I’ve experienced
value that isn’t cheap, and I can promise
you that value will win out every time.
Every service you offer should stand
out from what your competitors offer in
some way. Given that you offer as good
as your competitors do, then adding that
something extra and unique will keep
your clients returning to you, instead of
meandering off to other salons.

Do you remember to celebrate
your clients’ birthdays?
Birthdays are our special day (even if
we share them with thousands of other
strangers)!
Let me ask you, how many service
providers have ever acknowledged your
birthday? If you’re like most, the answer
is very few, if any at all.
If you’re lucky enough to have had your

birthday acknowledged, you’ll already
know how it helps to develop a warmer
relationship with the business that not
only remembered your birthday, but also
acknowledged it with a small gift.
You can easily acknowledge your
client’s birthday with a small salon gift
certificate.
It doesn’t have to cost an arm or a
leg, but your clients really do love to be
remembered on their special day.

Are you really an expert?
Would you consider yourself and
your team members to be experts in all
services provided?
Ongoing training and learning
are a necessity in this ever-changing
world of beauty. If you’re not the best
at something, either stop doing it or
become the best. Invest in training for
your team and remember training isn’t a
once-off activity. It needs to be ongoing.
It’s pointless spending a small fortune
on that new piece of equipment, if your
team members cannot deliver basic
services expertly.
Focus on what you’re positive your
clients want from your salon, and
become the best provider of these
services in your marketplace.
∞∞∞∞
Now, while this is by no means an
exhaustive list of how to improve your
client retention, many of these simple
and inexpensive tips will help you to
keep your clients and therefore build
your revenue.
And what’s even better is that you can
start implementing these tried, tested and
effective strategies immediately without
spending a small fortune on expensive
marketing programs.
Treat your clients like VIPs, reward
their loyalty, invite them back, be
consistent, and give them the very best
service at every visit. After all, the cost
to retain a client is only a tiny fraction of
what it costs to gain a new one.
Success is nothing more than a few
simple disciplines, practiced every day.
Jim Rohn
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packaging

Confessions
of a

cosmetic packager
by Steve Welsh

I

I have a confession to make ... I am
passionate about cosmetic packaging!
You might even call me a packaging
tragic.
Steve Welsh here. I’m that guy you
see in supermarkets and high end
department stores picking up bottles
and jars and examining them. When
traveling overseas for business and
family holidays – I tend to be looking
at packaging (in all different shapes and
sizes) to pick up on emerging trends
and how it could apply to the skin care
industry.

Growth market –
huge opportunity
When it comes to packaging – just
like investing in a great formulation
by a professional chemist or having
a well funded strong marketing plan
– your brand on the shelves, the way
your packaging stands out – makes up
a serious component of a successful
cosmetic brand.
In a global market that is tipped to
reach $265 billion dollars by 2017, if you
Vol 6 No 1

fall short in the packaging area you are
not going to take full advantage of your
potential sales and ultimately, your brand
will suffer.

Successful cosmetic packaging
Packaging is sometimes referred to
as the “extra salesman”, in that it gets
people to buy and try your product.
While your packaging must follow the
current trends to attract more beauty
product customers – it also needs to keep
your product safe. With this said, you
should always take a holistic approach to
selecting packaging.
Here’s the thing, cosmetic packaging
has to focus on helping you build
a unique brand identity. In an ever
growing, competitive marketplace of
many products claiming similar results
– packaging that creates the desire of the
consumer to try a product is paramount
to success.
In order for you to have any success in
packaging a cosmetic product, you need
to ensure your packaging is maintaining
the stability of your creams and gels.

STEVE WELSH is a cosmetic packaging
specialist with over 20 years experience across
all mediums of packaging. As the director of
Weltrade Packaging, Steve leads a team of
designers, technicians, printers and supply
chain professionals. To ensure the best exposure
of your beauty, skincare or cosmetics brand.
Steve’s philosophy is to design your packaging
correctly, right from the start, so you can elevate
your brand and move more product. Steve works
closely with leaders in the cosmetic industry to
ensure that your packaging consistently stands
out on the shelves within this highly competitive
market.
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Furthermore, it’s imperative that your
delivery system to dispense your product
(the optimum dose), functions how you
intended to encourage repeat sales.

Does your packaging
stack up?
Specific demographics or segments
of the cosmetic market have different
expectations from their packaging.
For example: as our population is
ageing, there is an ever increasing
demand of anti-ageing cosmetic
products. So when considering antiageing products, that is targeted to an
older demographic there is normally a
desire to make it heavier and feel more
premium, so that the consumer feels
proud to display it on their vanity or
dressing table. You must ensure your
cosmetic packaging is user friendly and
not confusing.

What about the male market?
I think we can all agree that the male

grooming market has grown significantly
in the last few years. Men are more
conscious about their looks, along with
their increasingly busy lifestyles, requiring
more convenient packaging for cosmetics
– making packaging an increasing value
add to products in this field.

Now what about the ladies?
Young women aged between 18
and 30 tend to have a different set of
expectations when it comes to the
packaging of their skin care.
They tend to be attracted to
brands that are mindful of the social
aspect. Things like recyclable,
sustainable and environmentally
friendly are really important for this
market. So the question is… Are your
products being packaged to attract these
customers?
In a recent survey we did, we found that
this demographic did not want their cosmetics
to be “over packaged”. They were not
necessarily looking for cheaper packaging, just

more socially responsible packaging.
Also, it was noted that if these goals were
met with their packaging, they were more
likely to stick with those brands into their later
years.

Mums with newborns
New mums are also an interesting sub
demographic. While also interested in
socially responsible packaging – they
appreciate the gift aspect that can be
included in the packaging process.
However... above all else and
understandably so, the key emphasis
for them has to be safety and ease of
function in caring for their new family
additions.

Define your demographic
Once your demographic is
defined, then your focus comes down
to looking at the packaging material,
colour, etc.
In terms of materials, plastics is still
expected to see the strongest growth
in cosmetics packaging over the next
decade due to cost-effectiveness,
performance, reliability, colour
versatility, transportation and storage.
Glass and other materials will still
hold a place for certain specific
applications.

Navigating the maze

• Packaging Design

• Bespoke Packaging

• Custom Colours

• 20yrs Experience

• 5 Million Packages
Sold 2016

• Full Decoration

weltradepackaging.com.au
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call 07 5597 0102

At the end of the day deciding on
and getting the right Packaging is a
challenge for many brands. Thankfully
there are businesses – like ours, who
work with your brand and marketing
teams and help guide you through the
process of designing and sourcing quality
packaging. When you invest in quality
packaging, you’ll begin to stand out on
the shelves and ultimately move more
product.
Over the coming months (through
regular packaging articles), my aim is
to help educate you, the reader, on the
specifics of cosmetics packaging so you
can move forward confidently in your
product decisions. As always, I welcome
your feedback and specific requests for
any packaging evaluations that our team
may be able to help you with.
Vol 6 No 1
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President’s
Report
by Matthew Martens

T

The winter chill is upon us and the
longing for warmer weather is well and
truly around! By the time you read this,
Athletes will be competing for Gold in
Rio and hopefully the attention will be
on what has happened on the track and
sporting arenas rather than off it. The
world has been rocked in the recent
past by events internationally as well
as the fallout from the recent Federal
election locally. The one thing we must
remember is that life must go on and
our industry continues to aid people
aiming to both look and feel better about
themselves even in times of chaos and
adversity.
In terms of the ASCC the last few
months have been incredibly active
for the society. At the recent AGM
in Hobart the Council members for
the coming year were elected and it is
great to see that some long standing
councillors have decided to continue for
at least another year. I am lucky to be
surrounded and supported by a fantastic
team who allow us to continue to work
towards improving the society moving
forward. A special mention must go
to Helen Pearce who has decided to
re-join Council for this year and also to
Margaret Smith who has decided to step
down from Council after contributing so
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much to the society over many years and
recently being elevated to a life member
of the ASCC.
In early June the new ASCC website
went live and I encourage you to visit
if you haven’t already. This updated
website has been months in the planning
and with Belinda Carli and Kate
Paulett co-ordinating the design and
development along with Trish Maharaj
we are now in a position as a society
to fully make use of new and exciting
technological advances and improve the
experience for all.
At the AGM I also introduced the
new ASCC Benefactors program
for companies to be a part of. The
Council discussed how we could get
further interaction and benefits with
companies who have been supporting
ASCC members for many years. For a
relatively small fee a company can sign
up as an ASCC Benefactor and on top of
receiving up to 4 membership renewals
can get access to a number of special
benefits including access to be listed on
new ASCC member only databases and
social media feeds. This is an exciting
time for the ASCC with hopes that these
and other initiatives overall membership
will grow substantially over the next few
years. Don’t miss out on the opportunity

to be in on the ground f loor.
Both the NSW and Southern Chapters
have held recent ASCC events both
with excellent turnouts. NSW held
their annual Suppliers Day in July with
record attendance and from all accounts
a well worthwhile event to attend.
This event is always a standout in both
Sydney and Melbourne every year as a
way of staying updated with all the latest
materials, acquisitions and information
from all companies in one place. A
special thanks to Marianne Cochennec
and the NSW Chapter Committee for
organising the event as well as all the
speakers for their informative talks. If
you haven’t attended a Suppliers Day as
yet I thoroughly recommend it. Southern
Chapter Suppliers Day will be held on
18th August so is coming up fast so make
sure you register and don’t miss out!
The Southern Chapter also held an
event in July with Adrian Thomas from
Chemicalia discussing updates in both
GHS and NICNAS. Attendance at the
event was excellent with a number of
new faces attending an event for the first
time. For such important topics Adrian
provided a run down on how to best
prepare for the coming changes. Thanks
you to Nick Urquhart for organising
the event and to Adrian for providing
the science of beauty
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members with a wealth of information.
The 2017 Conference seems to be so
far away but is coming up quickly. The
49th ASCC Conference will be held
at the Novotel Twin Waters Resort on
the Sunshine Coast in early May 2017.
Organisation is already well underway
and I believe further information will
be sent out shortly. It is looking like an
event not to miss so make sure you don’t
miss it!
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I hope that for most of you the
Christmas rush has not yet started but
I for one am looking forward to a busy
end of the year in 2016 and a prosperous
2017. Become a member of the ASCC
if you have not already to be a part of
Australia’s largest Cosmetics network.
Make sure you stay tuned to the ASCC
website and like the ASCC Facebook
and LinkedIn pages to ensure you stay
updated on the latest happenings as we

will be launching further initiatives
later this year. Continue to innovate and
create amazing products that consumers
love and I would love to hear about how
the ASCC can improve the success of
your brand/ company to reach their full
potential.

Matthew Martens MASCC
ASCC President
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new test on
TM

POLLUSHIELD

functional ingredient:
eased particles removal for
a glower looking skin
Being in direct contact with air and
water pollutants, the skin is our first line
of defense against the harmful elements
in the environment. POLLUSHIELD™
functional ingredient provides a barrier
between the skin and pollutants as well
as boosts its antioxidative defense.
A new in vivo study performed on this
ingredient also demonstrated its efficacy
in easing the removal of microparticles
from skin surface. A panel of 21 female
volunteers between 21 and 45 years
old applied to forearm skin a cream

containing 5% POLLUSHIELD™
functional ingredient and left another area
without application. After 20 minutes,
microparticles modelling atmospheric
pollution were applied and at the end
rinsed with water. Microparticles
deposited on the skin surface before and
after rinsing were measured, observing
20.2% less particles remaining on the
treated skin with visually cleaner skin
surface.
This additional study reinforces
POLLUSHIELD™ functional

Images of the skin surface with dark pollution particles.
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ingredient’s anti-pollution capacity as
it offers comprehensive skin protection
against the damage induced by
environmental contaminants.
For more information please contact
Robert McPherson, Account Manager
for Australia and New Zeland,
at RMcPherson@Lipotec.com
or Tel: +61 (02) 9741 5237

Pollushield™ is owned by The Lubrizol
Corporation or its affiliates. © 2016 The
Lubrizol Corporation. All Rights Reserved.
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foot odour

V

Very often, when someone takes off
their shoes, a strong unpleasant smell is
released. Foot odour is a type of body
odour that can affect the feet of humans.
The main cause is related to foot sweat.
There are two types of sweat glands on
your body: apocrine glands and eccrine
glands. Apocrine glands are mainly
found near hair follicles. Eccrine glands,
on the other hand, are located in the skin
all over your body, including your feet.

How foot odour develops

Each foot has 250,000 sweat glands
and produces about a cup (250 ml) of
sweat daily. The sweat has the function
to naturally cool off and get rid of excess
heat. On its own, the sweat produced
by the eccrine glands on the soles of the
feet is pretty much just water and salt,
and doesn’t have any odour, but it creates
a beneficial environment for certain
bacteria to grow. The smell in fact arises,
when the bacteria consume our sweat for
their metabolism. They ingest various
salts and minerals, and excrete waste
products. The main waste product is
isovaleric acid, which is a fatty acid that
causes the smell in our feet. The bacteria
that grow on the soles of feet actually
18
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produce gases similar to those released by
bacteria used in producing cheese; hence
the name ‘cheesy feet’.

Its origins
Therefore, bacteria are the real cause of
foot odour. These bacteria are naturally
present on our skin as part of the human
f lora. In fact, we co-exist with thousands
of microorganisms and never give them
much consideration. The interaction
between the perspiration and the bacteria
that thrive in shoes and socks generates
the odour. Hence, any attempt to reduce
foot odour has to address both sweating
and footwear.

Sweat
Anyone can get sweaty feet, regardless
of the temperature or time of year. Feet
have more sweat glands per inch of skin
than any other part of the body, and
these glands produce sweat profusely and
all the time, not just when the weather
is hot or during exercise as other parts of
the body do. The actual number of sweat
glands and the amount of sweat secreted
will differ from person to person,
depending on their physiology and body
metabolism. The reason some people

by Emanuela Elia
have feet that smell more than others
could be that they simply sweat more.
Therefore, even the most meticulously
clean people can suffer from foot odour.
Smelly feet or excessive sweating can
also be caused by an inherited condition,
called hyperhidrosis, which primarily
affects men. Stress, some medications,
f luid intake, and hormonal changes also
can increase the amount of perspiration
our bodies produce.

Shoes and socks
The main cause of sweaty feet is
bacterial growth combined with wearing
Vol 6 No 1

the same shoes every day. The front
part of the foot is where the most sweat
is produced. Therefore, foot odour can
be exacerbated by factors causing more
sweating, such as wearing closed-toe
shoes for many hours. Socks generally
do not cause foot odour on their own.
However, when worn along with shoes,
socks can help to trap the hair on the
feet, especially on the toes. This may
contribute to the odour’s intensity by
adding increased surface area in which
the bacteria can thrive. When we wear
socks and shoes, the sweat in our feet is
unable to escape anywhere. The moist,
warm and dark environment in our shoes
is perfect for bacteria to multiply and
reproduce. Moreover, feet become smelly
if sweat soaks into shoes and they don’t
dry before you wear them again.

How to prevent foot odour
Smelly feet, which are a type of a more
generic body odour condition called
bromhidrosis, can be very embarrassing
and uncomfortable. There are many
people who have to deal with this

problem every day. But once the reason
behind the problem is understood, it is
possible to take steps to manage it. Since
foot odour is caused by bacteria feeding
on sweat collected on the feet producing
smelly secretions, there are two main
ways to reduce smell:
1 Decreasing the amount of sweat that collects
on the feet
2 Decreasing the amount of bacteria on the
feet
Changing shoes regularly and
making sure their soles dry properly
are examples of some simple measures
that can be taken to moderate foot
odour. Additionally, topical products
designed to have an impact on sweat
or bacteria, may assist in reducing foot
odour. In 2006 a study by Ara K. et Al.
looked at “Foot odour due to microbial
metabolism and its control” and
identified various naturally occurring
substances and fragrant agents such as
citral, citronella, and geraniol that inhibit
microbial production of foot odour
without disturbing the normal microbial
f lora of the human skin. Further research

and product development in this area
could be beneficial to help control this
commonly occurring problem.
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SmellyFeetandFootOdor.html
https://www.betterhealth.vic.gov.au/health/
conditionsandtreatments/foot-odour-causes-andcures
http://www.bupa.com.hk/eng/intermediary/
health-information/health-topics/Smelly-feet.aspx
http://www.nhs.uk/Livewell/foothealth/Pages/
smellyfeet.aspx
http://www.brighthub.com/science/genetics/
articles/48373.aspx
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EMANUELA ELIA is the Director of Ozderm, which
specialises in in vivo testing and clinical trials for
cosmetic and personal care products. Emanuela
Elia has a law degree from Rome and a Master of
International Business from the University of Sydney.
She had collaborated with Australia’s longest serving
Contract Research Organisation Datapharm for a
few years before setting up a cosmetic and personal
care products testing facility in 2009. Emanuela is
enthusiastic about improving the quality of cosmetic
and personal care products’ research in Australia
through science.

enhanced – by design
Through award winning innovation inspired by nature, Schülke has
created two antimicrobial stabilisers with the same stringent criteria
as more traditional preservative blends, bridging the gap
between tradition and sustainability.

• sensiva® PA 30
• sensiva® PA 40
Schülke & Mayr GmbH | www.schuelke.com
Chemiplas Australia
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insurance

Private Labelling products –
do you need
Liability Insurance? by James Gillard

H

Having a private label brand will set you
apart from your competitors and may
create an opportunity for you to expand
your sales. It can be rewarding, but also
puts you at risk if things go wrong.
Therefore, new business ventures require
lots of research and investigation into
private labelling, regulations & legislation
before you start the process.
Part of this is to establish what
insurance to buy for the best protection.
It is wise to seek professional advice from
your insurance broker who is the expert.
Private labelling arrangements for
your cosmetic products from overseas
manufacturers comes with increased
risks and responsibilities irrespective of
how you are selling and distributing your
products i.e. direct to consumer via spa or
salon, wholesaling or online selling. By
putting your name/ logo on the bottle
or packaging, you are taking on the
responsibility as the manufacturing party.

Product safety priorities – Risks
& Mitigation
Manufacturers or suppliers who import
goods from overseas are liable under
the Australian Consumers Law (ACL)
if your cosmetic product is found to be
dangerous or causes of any person injury
or death. It may just be incorrect or
inaccurate labelling which causes allergy
or irritation. It is vital to include insurance
as part of your business plan.
If you are importing products from
overseas, manufacturing, relabelling or
packaging, be particularly cautious. Even
if the contract manufacturer is reputable,
you will not be covered by their insurance
if something goes wrong, you need your
own insurance.
Under Australian Law, you cannot rely
20
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on someone else to protect your business.
Some ingredients may be legal in one
country, but not legal for use in Australia.
It is the responsibility of the Australian
manufacturers, suppliers or importers to
make sure the products sold comply with
product safety laws.
It is also highly recommended for
good risk management to ensure that
your products are tested by an external
compliance laboratory located in Australia
or New Zealand. Should a significant
product claim occur, these tests will be
relied on for ingredient quality, efficacy
compliance with Australia or New
Zealand Law and product purpose.

What is Liability Insurance?
How does it work?
Product and Public Liability
Insurance is a combined policy, for
personal injury, and property damage.
This cover protects you and your business
from financial loss arising from claims by
Third Parties against you. The cover is
tailored for you and differs from industry
to industry and business to business
within the same industry. As an importer,
Product and Public Liability insurance is a
must have.
If you are private labelling your
products from a manufacturer overseas
and importing the products into Australia,
there are some requirements for insurance
that you should know and disclose to your
insurer.
• Details of the business including
whether you are operating as a
wholesaler, retailer or distributor of the
product
• Type and use of products sold i.e. skin
care, a hair tonic.

• Where do the products come from
i.e. Which overseas countries are they
sourced from including the details of
the suppliers including how long they
have been in business in that country,
the percentage of sales from each
country along with the details of the
products i.e. ingredients and purpose of
the finished products.
• Estimated turnover for the next 12
months
• Number of staff
• Any claims in the last five years with
details

Do you need liability insurance?
The answer is yes; you do need liability
insurance if you are going to private label
your product, regardless of whether the
product is sourced from overseas or at
home. Mislabelling products may result in
an adverse reaction, risk your reputation
and incur the cost of a product recall.
The insurance cost is minimal when
compared to the possible consequences of
an unexpected event. If you are unsure
about your current coverage and need
a professional advisor to review your
insurance policy or risk, please contact
the friendly team at IME Insurance Made
Easy for personal assistance to discuss your
own circumstances 1800 641 260 or visit
us www.imeinsurance.com.au

James Gillard
Managing Director
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fine lines
and wrinkles

Part III

Botulinum toxin –

the wrinkle eraser
by Tina Aspres

A

As the skin ages, there is a natural
progression in the formation of more
evident facial crease lines and rhytids,
as well as skin thinning, sagging and
loss of volume in the face as production
of dermal collagen, hyaluronic acid and
elastin production gradually decreases.
During our younger years, lines and
wrinkles are only evident during facial
expressions such as talking, smiling,
frowning or laughing. These lines are
often referred to as dynamic lines as
they are only seen when movement is
occurring. As we age, however, these
lines soon become more apparent
with the development of furrows and
frown lines that become etched into
our facial skin and are visible when
our skin is at rest. These are what we
refer to as static lines. The goal of those
searching for anti-wrinkle treatment
is to look better naturally, and have a
more refreshed, natural and vitalised
appearance. Botulinum toxin treatment
is certainly one cosmetic treatment
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that can provide gratifying results and
achieve this goal.

What is Botulinum toxin and
how does it work?
Botulinum toxin injections is currently
the most common treatment that is used
to smooth out wrinkles that are formed
over time by muscles that are used to
make our facial expressions and result in
frown lines, crow’s feet and deep furrows
in our foreheads by paralysing the muscle
it is injected into.
Botulinum toxin is a neurotoxin
protein derived from the Clostridium
botulinum bacterium. It is one of the
most poisonous substances known
to man – it is estimated that a single
gram may kill one million people and
approximately 3 kg could kill the entire
human population. For human use and
cosmetic purposes, the toxin is purified
and only Botulinum toxin type A
and type B are commercially available
serotypes that are used for various

medical indications and cosmetic use.
(It is important to note that botulinum
toxin is not active when applied
topically.)
Botulinum toxin type A has been
used as a medical treatment for years to
treat disorders such as blepharospasm,
strabismus, dystonias, spacicity, cerebral
palsy, nyastagmus and spasmodic
torticollis.
Despite it being toxic and expensive,
the use of Botulinum toxin for cosmetic
purposes is in high demand.
the science of beauty
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For cosmetic purposes, Botulinum
toxin is used as a treatment to reduce
the appearance of facial wrinkles and
fine lines. When very small doses of
botulinum toxin are injected into a
muscle, acetylcholine release at the
neuromuscular junction is blocked
resulting in a temporary reduction in
muscle contraction, thus relaxing and
smoothing out the wrinkle or skin crease
in the area treated.
In 1991, Carruthers & Carruthers
presented at the Annual American
Society for Dermatological Surgery
Meeting on the use of botulinum
toxin injections for glabellar rhytids.
This caused quite a bit of interest
and instigated further research to be
undertaken that has resulted in the use of
Botulinum toxin being the number one
nonsurgical procedure for the treatment
of rhytids today.
Botulinum toxin was approved by
the FDA in 2002 for the temporary
treatment of moderate to severe dynamic
glabellar frown lines (the vertical lines
between the eyebrows) in adults aged
18 – 65 years of age. Botulinum toxin is
the only approved product by the FDA
for the treatment of dynamic wrinkles.
Whilst it is often used as a standalone
treatment, it is also used in combination
with other procedures to achieve an
individual’s required optimal appearance.
These procedures include chemical peels,
microdermabrasion, topical retinoid
use, non-ablative and ablative lasers,
dermal fillers and other surgical cosmetic
procedures.

Where is it used?
Botulinum toxin is predominantly
used to relax muscles in the upper third
of the face – frown lines, forehead creases
and crow’s feet – with good results.
Muscles commonly injected include
the frontalis – which is responsible for
forming the forehead creases and raising
the eyebrows, corrugator supercilii
which is involved in forming the frown,
the orbicularis oculi – which results
in crow’s feet and the procerus and
depressor supercilii that also are involved
in frown lines.
22
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FIG 1: Relaxation of the frown lines in a male and a female treated with Botulinum toxin
injections – before treatment (a & c) and 4 weeks following treatment (b & d) of the corrugator
supercilii and procerus muscles

Botulinum toxin is also being used
off-label for cosmetic purposes for the
reduction of wrinkles in the upper and
lower face, marionette lines, to treat a
gummy smile, bunny lines on the nose,
lip lines, a puckered chin, neck bands and
to correct facial asymmetry.
More advanced, skilled injectors
will treat the lower face – however –
experienced injectors should only treat
this area as the lower face needs to
retain functionality, so precise injections
of toxin into the target muscle(s) is
required. Injecting in this area has the
greatest risk of complications as one does
not want to impair essential functionality
such as eating, drinking and speaking.

Who are the ideal candidates?
Anyone who wants to look more
refreshed, well rested, less stressed and
tired, who has dynamic wrinkles with
minimal to no static wrinkles usually
achieves the best and most dramatic
results with botulinum toxin injections.
Best age is between 30 years and 50 years
of age – when wrinkles are starting to
form or have formed. Botulinum toxin
does not work for those with really deep
wrinkles – often seen in older people or
those that are excessively photo-aged.
Anyone with static wrinkles will achieve
results slower (or no result at all) and

treatment is cumulative – with more
than two to three treatments over time
before results are achieved. Deep static
lines will require combination treatments
with other procedures in order to achieve
optimal results. Doses will vary from one
individual to another and it is important
that it is understood that this treatment
will not improve sagging skin and this
cosmetic treatment is not an alternative
treatment to a facelift.

Treatment goals
The main aim of Botulinum toxin
injections is to achieve a smoother facial
skin appearance by relaxing the muscle.
The degree of muscle relaxation that
is achieved may be varied based on
the desired result one wants to achieve
and the dose injected. Some who
seek Botulinum toxin treatments seek
complete inhibition of the glabellar
muscle for frown lines with total muscle
paralysis and no movement whatsoever
– often referred to as the ‘Oscars freeze,’
whilst others seek just partial muscle
inhibition and retention of some ability
to frown.

When are results visible?
Improvement in muscle relaxation
and wrinkle smoothing is evident
anything from 4 to 5 days to a week after
Vol 6 No 1

injection. Injections last approximately
3 to 4 months and need to be repeated
at regular intervals to maintain the
result. The duration of the effect is also
dose related, with lower doses generally
producing shorter acting time.

Is it safe? What are the risks
and side effects?
Injection of small doses of Botulinum
toxin into muscle is considered to be safe
and effective in all skin types (Fitzpatrick
I – IV). Side effects can include
bruising, mild pain, local oedema,
redness and bleeding at the site of
injection, transient numbness, temporary
unwanted weakness or paralysis of an
adjacent muscle, ptosis (drooping of an
eyelid), headache, mild nausea, f lu-like
symptoms, blurred vision, decreased
eyesight, dry eyes, dry mouth, rash,
urticaria.
Approximately 1% of those who have
Botulinum toxin injections may develop
antibodies to the toxin and hence
subsequent treatments may be ineffective.

Post-injection
Make-up may be lightly applied
after the treatment. Physical activity
and exertion and hot showers should
be avoided in the first 24 hours. Cold
compresses or icepacks should be applied
to the injected area to minimise swelling
and bruising.

Contraindications for the use of
Botulinum toxin
• Pregnancy
• lactating mothers
• anyone on anticoagulants eg:
warfarin, aspirin, non-steroidal antiinf lammatory drugs (NSAIDS)
• nutritional supplements eg: ginko
biloba, garlic, vitamin E
• alcohol (avoid it pretreatment)
• infection at site of injection – eg herpes
simplex, cystic acne
• active skin condition in the treatment
area – eg: eczema; psoriasis
• allergy to botulinum toxin or
excipients eg: lactose, albumin (eggs),

sodium succinate
• neuromuscular disorder
• psychological or other medical
contraindications
Treatment of the aging face often
involves more than one treatment
modality and to achieve optimal
rejuvenation of the face requires a
combination of various treatments.
Botulinum toxic injections are however,
minimally invasive and certainly produce
immediate, visible and gratifying results
on dynamic lines, providing appearance
enhancement, and give a relaxed and
refreshed look to the face. The treatment
can however, be easily combined with
other procedures such as dermal fillers
to improve static lines and facial volume
as well as regular exfoliation procedures
and topical use of cosmeceutical skincare
for even better results.

ENJOY
SUCCESSFUL
PARTNERSHIPS
Brenntag Personal Care Australia-New Zealand
shares your desire to sensitively develop
innovative products and solutions.
Brenntag Australia Pty. Ltd.
262 Highett Road, Highett, Victoria, Australia
Phone: +61 3 9559 8333, info-aus@brenntag-asia.com
Brenntag New Zealand Limited
75 France Street, Eden Terrace
Auckland 1010, New Zealand
Phone: +64 9 275 0745, info-nz@brenntag-asia.com

www.brenntag-asia.com
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Anticipating the products for tomorrow
From the intimate knowledge gained with our business
partners we are able to provide innovations and solutions
on an international basis. We contribute to our customers’
success using our knowledge and experience within the
Personal Care industry and across markets. Carefully
and with a clear strategy we select quality brands.
Innovating solutions
Our technical experts optimise formulations

based on an extensive product portfolio and
the knowledge of our skilled people. We also
share our access to the technical excellence and
specific support of our suppliers in order that
we are able to provide comprehensive advice.
Practising a common language
Brenntag Personal Care Australia-New Zealand
builds and maintains confidence in the knowledge
we share. Our techno-sales team transforms visions
into realities and converts cost-consciousness into
high performance. With attentive ears and one voice
we understand the challenges and needs of our
customers.
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manufacturers musings

cosmetics land part 2

it’s about time
by Margaret Smith

“How did it get so
late so soon?”
– Dr. Seuss

Daily, sometimes more often, our
website contact line dings with an
enquiry that goes something like this
(and really I apologise if you feel that I
have used your email here):
“I am interested in starting my own
cosmetics company. I would like to know if
you sell samples of your product. I would
like to know how much it costs to produce
a product etc”
or
“Hi, I am interested in your products but
would like to find out more in terms of the
range that you offer. Do you have a price
list and also a catalog for my references?”
Sometimes the enquiries are slightly
more detailed, but carry a killer last line
or paragraph similar to below l!!!!!!!!
“Hi I am looking for some products to be
created. I am looking for some products to
be made for me.
The ingredients are very simple as I have
skin care background and also need to be
24
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edible. I can provide bags as we will then
relabel.(sic)
Can you please advise a cost of this. I

am launching in 3 weeks.”
EEEK! That’s nice...good luck...
There just is no short and quick reply
that is helpful. If I have the time and
wherewithal, I reply and try to get them
on some tracks.
For the last example above, it might
take three weeks just to get the costs of
the raw materials from suppliers even
before a proper quote can be made.
I really want to assist but … if the
emailer had any experience, then they
really should have known about the way
time and space expands. Like Doctor
Who and his Tardis, all is not what they
seem from outside. The Tardis is perfect
in illustrating this. Looks manageable
and small from the outside. Once in it, it
expands in time and space to be any size
and anywhere in the continuum.
Rather than me ignoring your calls for
help here is how, as a manufacturer, I see
the process.
Start by being professional and business
like in your communications. If you’re
sending an email provide some details
– starting with basic stuff like your full

name!
In this new world it may seem ok
to call yourself pookie @ gmail to
your friends, but honestly, laid back
informality or over familiarity doesn’t
inf lame my passion to want to spend
what little spare time I have to assist you
with my hard earned expertise.
Amazingly (or is it a sign of the times),
many enquirers do not think they need to
introduce themselves other than to give a
gmail hotmail (et al) address. At the very
very least, start being business like to kick
off your venture. Introduce yourself, and
give us a telephone call if you are actually
interested in being a business.
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If you are researching, then fine, spell
that out as well. And never ever a gmail
address...looks really, truly amateurish
and even school assignment like.
Know what you want.
“Start a skincare business” is NOT a
business plan. We need to know what
you need or aspire to. So you need to
know and should be able to cover all the
basic stuff like: 1) who is your Target
market; 2) what channels will you sell
through; and, 3) what is the target
RRP? 4) what order quantities. If you
haven’t thought about these things before
contacting a manufacturer you’re wasting
everyone’s time.
Many enquiries give the distinct
impression that there is a belief that
manufacturers will work a business plan
out for them. The short answer is .....
nope.
Any manufacturer must get a clear
picture of what you want, so we can
advise what formulas we can create to
get you in that segment. So you need
to pretty well have all the basics of a
business plan worked out well in advance
of contacting a manufacturer.
What is it about your range or concept
for a range that will provide a compelling
Unique Selling Proposition (USP) to the
buyers in Retail, who, poor buggers, get
pitched at every day?
Now I am not saying that in any initial
contact with a manufacturer, one spills
the entire business plan … noooo.
But just enough to be polite and make
us interested. A brand owner needs to
pitch to everyone! It may be a small
point, but an often overlooked one, but
(two buts) as a brand owner (especially
if only a prospective brand owner),
that you are asking someone to invest
considerable time and effort in you and
your brand. So many inquiries (and much
effort) go nowhere so don’t be surprised
if manufacturers are sizing you up, even if
you think it’s the other way around!
Manufacturers by and large are not
marketers, although by Golly we have
seen a jolly lot of “marketing gurus and
managers” who really have no idea,
but somehow manage to market
themselves to perfection. We often sit
there and listen to their plans on behalf of
someone paying them money (technically
its often called a ‘shitload’) to do a job
they know little to nothing about and
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we think to ourselves...”run away – run
away!!!”
It’s easy to let lots of our time gets
sucked up by these “consultants” trying
hard to find out from us how to tell their
bosses how great they are....good grief
Charlie Brown.
This is where the Time machine comes
from … almost everyone we meet comes
at the timeline from the wrong direction.
Just as you need to know your customer
and your price point, then you design the
product. (link this better to coming from wrong
direction). The time is not a fixed date that
a distributor has given you. It is not in
three weeks time. It is when the project is
actually ready. That is the time.
Not so long ago we got this
fantabulous timeline (a very professional
looking GANTT chart) from a
consultant assisting a new brand. It was
AWESOME. It had the nicest fonts,
colours and everything about web page
design, launch parties, drinks ideas …
everything, except the manufacture
of the product.
All we could do was ask “What
the???”.
“OOPS” came the reply, “we are not
sure. When would you suggest?”
Our answer, “well somewhere

BEFORE the launch party”. Oh well,
“the best laid plans” as they say.
So, we are asked so many times to get a
project ready by a certain date. In almost
every instance, brand owners are driven by
pre-determined launch dates and social
events rather than consulting with the
manufacturer to see how much time is
required to get ready all the raw materials
and get the production scheduled.
They seem to forget that we have other
customers who may also need to launch
their products before Christmas and that
we are not sitting around twiddling our
thumbs and waiting for them to order.
Start your brand planning with what
I have seen is the most time consuming
part … design. (The hardest part is actually
plans in distribution and at what wholesale
price and what is the target price for the
manufacturer. Most of our customers do not
know this.) I think design is the most time
consuming part but not the hardest part.
You or your designers or your
consultants will f luff about with design.
Almost without exception it will take far
longer than you expect it should.
You must seek out a designer who
understands products, labels, tubes, tubs,
cartons. They must never be your friend
or child of a friend who is studying
the science of beauty
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graphics. Never EVER. Entrusting a key
part of the process to people who don’t
know what they need to know is almost
a 100% guarantee of major league stuff
ups! Yes we have been there, but your
manufacturer and your label printer or
tube designer and we cannot help you if
that part is incomplete or incompetent.
The designer you choose MUST
understand what a dieline, eyemark
and spot colours are. They need to
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really have a grip on every aspect of
packaging, printing processes and how
a manufacturer actually produces stuff.
A Graphic designer is not necessarily
also packaging designer, well not in
some cases. Customers can expect the
manufacturer to be the graphic designer’s
tutor and teach them how the artwork
need to be done. Please don’t fall into this
trap. Get a good designer first up. They
will save you so much time and money.

Even if they are really skilled, most
often your team or your friends and
their friends will have an opinion … and
you know already where I stand with
opinions (see below)*
All this means that the Design phase
will take, sometimes if not always,
inordinate amounts of time. So please
take that into consideration when
thinking about timelines. In some
instances, we have final art sent to us
marked V16!
Some packages and designs are too
complex and dingy. I have begged,
actually really begged, customers to get
mockups made and take these to a store
like a big box chemist or a crowded
supermarket and put these on their
shelves. Then observe whether it can be
found by a mate five minutes later. Take
a photo. Really never fall in love with a
design until it ticks all the boxes … be
brutal. Most of the time it is your money
or pride that is on the line. Oh, and
unless you pay handsomely your product
will not be at eye level on the shelves.
And get it this comes from not just a
manufacturer, but an Architect with quite
a number of reasonable projects under her
belt before she became a manufacturer,
so I know what design is. I get how time
consuming it is. And how accurate it
needs to be.
Our part may also be a long time,
although we have been able to get super
clear briefs from customers and be able to
pinpoint what they want for the price.
Typically with any brief, we will work
backwards. By this I mean if you give us
your RRP – say $70.00 – it’s clearly a
premium product. For that we will need
to be able to formulate and produce a
finished product without knowing what
the unknown packaging component
cost for perhaps about 10% of the RRP.
Clearly the sooner the design phase is
resolved, the sooner the cost of packaging
can be determined. If the two processes
are running in parallel we can make
allowances but will have no real idea of
packaging costs.
For FMCG (fast moving consumer
goods) which have a lower RRP (say
like $9.95) then the finished product
(including packaging) must be able to
leave the factory for a different margin to
a premium product.
If we know the pack/fill size, the RRP,
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then we can calculate (and formulate) so
that materials, making & filling costs are
in the target range.
So, as soon as we have a realistic
estimate of how much you are prepared to
pay us, we can select a palette of materials
that will fit the brief and start formulating,
matching and making our formulas to be
as simple to make as possible, especially for
the FMCG type unit, and economically
appropriate for the label.
The first samples go to the customer
to get an idea of how our result fits with
their expectations, then adjustments are
made until it is right. Upon approval,
we will start to do stability test and
compatibility test with their packaging (if
they have the packaging decided by then)
This stage may take up to three months.
Then we can quote firmly and wait for
an order.
This timeline is elastic. As f lexible as
the rubber holding up your undies. We
have had the next day OKAYS, then the
other end three years waiting for ANY
ANSWER at all.
So just in these two aspects we can say
that FOR sure the time it will take will
be between now and then.
Only a couple of things are certain.
How fast we move once we have your
order can be mind blowing, at least for
us. The button is pressed so they say, but
it does not look a lot like lightning for the
casual observer.
A manufacturer will not order
anything until they have a firm order and
for many new customers, payment.
Most materials can be here in four
weeks by air if needed, but by sea they
can take up to, wait for it, 20 weeks!!!!!
Packaging maybe available in Australia,
and for simple bottles perhaps a two to
four weeks lead time is all that may be
required. For tubes and other packs from
overseas bank on three to four months
lead times between packaging orders and
deliveries. Obviously deliveries can be
quicker and this needs to be discussed
well in advance.
Manufacturing can really only
commence after we have ALL your
components in store. Strangely, it’s at this
point that people forget they may be in a
queue with others ahead of them. So, don’t
assume that manufacturing and filling
starts the same day as packaging arrives!
Realistically, production may
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commence anywhere between one to
six weeks after all the packaging arrives,
again depending on the quantity and
complexity. You could work on and
allow for an average of three weeks in
your time line.
So let’s get in our time line machine
for quite honestly the BEST possible
outcomes.
1st visit 1 January
1st samples supplied in say 1 February
Your comments say 15th February
New samples by 7th march
Your approval 15 the March
This all looks good 2.5 months down
the track.
Then you change your mind with pack
type, and we have to reformulate to make
your product work in a different pack
type.
Say another couple of weeks, so 30
March.
3 months stability, packaging
compatibility and Preservative Efficacy
Testing (PET).
All OK so we are now into the end

of June. So place an order, as all the
design is OK and the inci (ingredient
list) can be printed accurately on the
packaging. Quotes are based already on
the rough artwork given. Tube, bottle
and label manufacturers submit their pre
production samples by another month,
maybe earlier but let’s say once all
approved and signed off it is August 30.
Say 2-3 months for manufacture and
then shipping. Everything including raw
materials has arrived at our factory by say
mid to Late November.
We schedule asap and voila your
product is ready to be picked up before
Christmas … well nearly three weeks but
to be on the safe side make it a year.
And YES we have been able to pull
rabbits or cats out of hats or was that
Time Lords from Tardises, but there were
compromises and costs. It is possible as
almost everything is possible, just work
with your manufacturer.
* My opinions about opinions goes like this “they
are like bums … everyone has one” (and they
should keep them to themselves).
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PS ...

On the face of it . . .

Labels
are really important!
by Wendy Free

I

It’s not just about art and colour
either, labels are sometimes the only
opportunity we have to demonstrate
how knowledgeable we are about our
products, the regulatory environment
and how much we care for our
customers.
Unlike most other product categories
that have very clear regulatory guidelines
on how a product of that class must be
labelled, correct labelling of cosmetics,
especially for the varied international
marketplace can be quite challenging.
Further in Australia if your product is
deemed not to be correctly labelled, as a
supplier you face fines of up to $220,000
as an individual or $1.1 million as a body
corporate1.
Let’s see if we can break it down into
some basic steps?
Most obvious (hopefully) is the
ingredients list.
If the product is destined for just about
anywhere other than Australia you must
use INCI (International Nomenclature
of Cosmetic Ingredients); the relevant
Australian standards for cosmetic
products also prescribe INCI names.
The ingredients must be included in
descending order of presence down to
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1%, at less than 1% they can be included
in any order.
Incidental ingredients, typically
need not be included in the ingredients
list. Incidental ingredients by most
definitions
• have no technical or functional effect
in the cosmetic or toiletry and are
present at insignificant levels
• are substances that have no technical
or functional effect in the cosmetic or
toiletry but are present because they
are ingredients of another ingredient
are also incidental ingredients.
• Or are processing aids, for example
that have a technical or functional
effect in the production process but
are present in the finished product
at insignificant levels and have no
technical or functional effect in the
cosmetic.
So what does that mean? 2
With many ‘cosmetic herbals’ there
is sometimes a ‘fairy dust amount or
less of herb’ in the supplied ingredient.
For example, when I once researched
particular “carrot seed oil” it was 99.7%
sunf lower seed oil and 0.3% carrot seed
oil… so this ingredient would need listed

as sunf lower oil (INCI HELIANTHUS
ANNUUS SEED OIL) and a lot further
down the list carrot seed oil (INCI
DAUCUS CAROTA SATIVA SEED
OIL); the sunf lower oil would not
be considered incidental because it IS
present at a significant level.
Similarly a cosmetic ingredient labeled
“chamomile f lower extract” (INCI
ANTHEMIS NOBILIS FLOWER
EXTRACT – “Roman Chamomile”
or MATRICARIA RECUTITA
FLOWER EXTRACT if its “German
Chamomile “) might be equivalent to
only 1g of chamomile per 1L of extract
or less – no way of knowing with some
products….thus the solvent(s) used to
make these extracts would also NOT be
considered incidental ingredients; they
might be AQUA (and) GLYCERIN.
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However say you have 25% glycerol/
water extract of roman chamomile
(INCI AQUA, GLYCERIN,
ANTHEMIS NOBILIS FLOWER
EXTRACT) and the ingredient
manufacturer preserves ingredient this
with paraben preservatives (or some
other). The manufacturer isn’t obliged
to tell you that certain preservatives are
included – unless you have a contract
to the contrary with them. In this
case the preservative included in this
particular extract will incidental to your
finished product.…and as a consequence
you don’t need to declare this trace of
preservatives on the label. However
what you do need to do is ensure that
if you do make a “xyz free” claim; that
NONE of the constituents in any of the
ingredients either added by you, your
manufacturers or naturally occurring
in ingredients of this finished product
contain “xyz”. For more on consumer
claims, see below.
What about alcohol in a formulation
… most of that ‘disappears’? Is that
incidental?
• It should be declared when its being
used as a solvent, (technical function),
the same as you would for any
solubilser; say Polysorbate 20
• But if it were present as part of say
“witch hazel distillate”…it probably
doesn’t need to be declared as a
separate ingredient because it is
intrinsic to the witch hazel distillate.
• Similarly if a formulated perfume
contains either diethylene glycol or
alcohol as diluents, they don’t need to
be declared, as part of the ingredients
list.
What about other “incidental
ingredients”?
Consider Potassium Hydroxide,
• If you add lactic acid to lower your pH
but overshoot and need to correct it by
adding a small amount of dilute KOH
– its present in the final formulation
only potassium and hydroxide ions and
they have has no ‘technical function’; I
think this can be correctly described as
an incidental ingredient in this case.
• This however it is different to using
KOH to neutralise carbomers, in
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this case potassium hydroxide has a
technical function.
• When Potassium hydroxide is added
as an alkalizing agent for an overall
formulation, not only will it be a
substantial ingredient – it might be
subject to poisons scheduling.
Next – The Standard for the Uniform
Scheduling of Medicines & Poisons
The presence of Scheduled Poisons3
requires in some cases that warnings
be added to the labels, or special
packaging and other precautions
be adopted. For example if you
use a preservative such as DMDM
HYDANTOIN, IMIDAZOLIDINYL
UREA, QUATERNIUM-15,
DIAZOLIDINYL UREA,
METHENAMINE and/or SODIUM
HYDROXYMETHYLGLYCINATE;
your label most likely4 need to
include the warning “CONTAINS
FORMALDEHYDE”. If the finished
product contains more than 0.2%
formaldehyde its now included in
SCHEDULE 105 (previously Appendix
C).
Other ingredients (examples only) that
are limited by the Australian schedules
include
• QUATERNARY AMMONIUM
COMPOUNDS (for example
CETRIMONIUM CHLORIDE,
BEHENTRIMONIUM
METHOSULFATE)
• COCAMIDOPROPYL BETAINE
• GLYCOLIC ACID and
• Vitamin A
Thereafter – the technical
Requirements of the National
Measurement Act and Regulations.6
If your product is made in Australia
you need to include a STREET
ADDRESS7 (not a PO BOX) on the
label, as do most other jurisdictions. All
products supplied in Australia also need
to be correctly labeled with the total
quantity contained.8
This MUST be a metric term, either

• g (small g and NOT gm or gms!) or
• mL (small m and capital L – no other
variants)
and ideally should not be qualified with
‘Net weight’ (– but if you are selling
in the USA this IS required). Please do
NOT use the ‘e’ mark unless you 100%
know what you are doing with it – it has
a legal meaning, its not just a decoration.
The required SIZE of the weight or
volume statement is (in Australia) is
linked to the physical dimensions of
the pack, in the USA it pertains to the
surface area, and in EU it’s proportional
to the amount contained. Check EACH
of the jurisdictions before you select a
font size that covers all your needs.
Most countries require a country of
origin statement.
OK – Now that the easy part is
over …
In EVERY jurisdiction there is some
form of responsibility in the supply chain
for ensuring suitability for intended
purpose; that is intrinsic safety of the
product as well as supporting any
commercial claims made.
“The Australian Consumer Law provides
for the ACCC and other consumer protection
agencies in Australia to require a person to
substantiate any claim made about goods
or services they provide. There are heavy
penalties for failure to substantiate claims or for
misleading consumers. We strongly advise that
you also take steps to ensure that no harmful
ingredients are contained in your goods, and
that you have sufficient proof, normally in the
guise of up-to-date test reports, that support
any ingredient label affixed to goods you
supply”. 9
Let’s consider an example (see bottom of
page);
Some of the science.10
According to Fiume et al11 Decyl
glucoside
• Is typically used in rinse off
formulations
• Perpetuates dermal absorption
• Has gaps in safety data

A leave on (award winning!) formulation currently on the market in Australia
Claims: Certified organic aloe vera,
100% natural,
Free from artificial fragrances or preservatives,
Ideal for sensitive skin

Ingredients: purified water, glycerine (vegetable derived), certified organic aloe barbadensis (certified organic aloe vera), tocopheryl acetate
(vitamin e), decyl glucoside (extra mild surfactant), citric acid (mild
preservative), polyaminopropyl biguanide (mild preservative).
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An “accurately” labelled product Ingredients
Free from artificial fragrances
Harmful if swallowed
Severely irritating to abraded skin
Suspected of causing cancer
Not suitable for cosmetic use.

AQUA, GLYCERIN, ALOE BARBADENSIS LEAF JUICE*, TOCOPHEROL, DECYL
GLUCOSIDE, CITRIC ACID, POLYAMINOPROPYL BIGUANIDE
*Certified organic Ingredient

• Is sensitising at 5%
• Of sensitive individuals 0.5 to 10%
show a positive allergic reaction.
• And is manufactured via a potentially
‘green’ process that involves alcoholysis
of glucose and polysaccharides under
acidic conditions, concluding

4 Unless there is less than 0.05% Free
formaldehyde – includes all hydrated and nonhydrated formaldehyde present in aqueous
solution, including methylene glycol and
formaldehyde released from formaldehyde donors

Concluding “care should be taken
when dermal absorption was a concern”.

7 National Trade Measurement Regulations 2009,
Regulation 4.7(3)

12

According to Bernauer et al
Polyaminopropyl Biguanide (PHMB)
• Is toxic via inhalation (0.5mg/L)13
and
• relatively toxic orally (Harmful if
swallowed)
• is mildly irritating to intact skin but
severely irritating to abraded skin
• could be classified as Carc 2 H351
(Suspected of causing cancer)
Concluding “On the basis of the data
available, the SCCS concludes that
Polyaminopropyl Biguanide (PHMB)
is not safe for consumers when used as a
preservative in all cosmetic products up
to the maximum concentration of 0.3%”.
So lets look at that label again … (see
top of page):

5 SUBSTANCES OF SUCH DANGER TO
HEALTH AS TO WARRANT PROHIBITION
OF SALE, SUPPLY AND USE
6 Yes – this is where its hidden…

8 An general exemption exists under schedule 4,
5.3 for an article that is packed in a quantity less
than 15 g or mL.
9 Source ACCC Product safety: Ingredient
Labelling on cosmetics June 2013
10 From peer reviewed, expert independent
sources not from the ingredient supplier.
11 International Journal of Toxicology 32(S3)
2013. Safety Assessment of Decyl Glucoside and
other Alkyl Glucosides used in Cosmetics
12 2nd Revision of the opinion on the safety of
poly(hexamethylene) biguanide hydrochloride or
polyaminopropyl biguanide (PHMB) in cosmetic
products
13 Fatal if inhaled has been proposed as a labelling
requirement for the raw ingredient under GHS

For Questions please feel free to contact me
0439 782 869 or
talktous@qualitymatterssafetymatters.com.au
Mrs Wendy Free B.Sc M.Tech Mngt MASM
MRACI FAOQ
Quality Matters Safety Matters Pty Ltd.

So on the face of it labelling is easy,
we have to check INCI and SUSMP and
then bring it all together with a bit of
consideration of font size and put a street
address on there.
Or is it? In the above example not only
have knowable precautions and warnings
been omitted, the product is represented
as being ‘mild and natural’. It’s simply
not true….
Every part of your label is important,
not just the face of it.

References
1 Source ACCC Product safety: Ingredient
Labelling on cosmetics June 2013.

www.imeinsurance.com.au

2 This is my general opinion and should not be
relied upon in the absence of other potentially
relevant information.
3 https://www.tga.gov.au/publication/poisonsstandard-susmp
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sun
sunscreen
highlights

by John Staton

Brexit:
Impact on Responsibility
Regulation 1223/2009/EC of the
Cosmetic Directives of the European
Economic Community requires that …
“For an imported cosmetic product, each
importer shall be the responsible person for
the specific cosmetic product he places on
the market. The importer may, by written
mandate, designate a person established within
the Community as the responsible person who
shall accept in writing.”
One of the not so obvious effects of
the exit of the U.K. from the E.U. is
the requirement that the Responsible
Person for the purposes of the legislation
be resident in the E.U. This will impact
on any marketer who has set up this
mandatory function using British based
person. Presumably, the files, address
and nominated person will have to be
relocated to another country within the
E.U. Not good for business for UK based
regulatory support organisers.
For further info see … http://
www.erpacosmetics.com/what-is-aresponsible-person/

ISO Meets in Paris
Sunscreen experts from 12 countries
were present at a recent meting of the
ISO Sunscreen Working Group held at
the offices of AFNOR in Paris, France.
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Not distracted by the Euro 2016 (the
meeting room is located beside the
Stade de France), the group reviewed
6 potential methods for the future
generation of an In vitro SPF test method
and agreed on the guidelines prepared
by an Ad Hoc group which will give
guidance on suitable validation of any
method before submission to the ISO
group for consideration. The possibility
of a hybridised methodology was not
ruled out.
In the In vivo SPF front, the experts
reconfirmed their desire to consider
improvements to ISO 24444, including
those submitted from Australia. This
project will be a major topic for the
next Plenary of this group in Sydney in
December 2016.

Singapore Take Aways
The two day Sun Protection&Antiageing SkinCare Conference Asia
organised by Summit Events in
Singapore in July was well supported by
delegates, speakers and sponsorship from
Australia and indicative of our interest
in this huge market. So interesting take
aways …
• There are over 130,000 personal care
products in the ASEAN market – Dr
Alain Khaiat : Seers Consulting,

•

•

•

•

•

Singapore
Animal Testing requirements for
cosmetics imported into China could
eventually be phased out as part of
the possibility of a softer regulatory
touch when looking “5 years out” –
April Guo: Chemical Inspection and
Regulatory Services China.
Anti-pollution products for Asia was
a hot topic mentioned by several
speakers.
Visible light blockers might be the next
big thing – Dr Steven Thng: National
Skin Centre Singapore
A diet rich in tomatoes can protect
from DNA damage – Prof. Mark
Birch-Machin Newcastle University
UK.
Indonesia require Halal certification
of all products, or a “not” statement by
2017. Products will the be required to
be sold from separate areas of stores.
Meanwhile, India will apply a green or
red dot system to segregate vegetarian
from non-vegetarian.

Look out for the next International
Sun Protection Conference in London in
June 2017.
http://www.summit-events.com/
index.php?&id=16
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formulator’s forum
Part 30 –
by Ric Williams

Minerals
The term Recommended Daily Intake (RDI) or
Recommended Daily Intake (RDI) is the daily intake level
of a nutrient that is considered to be sufficient to meet the
requirements of 97–98% of healthy individuals. However the
use of minerals in topical products, such as cosmetics is not the
normal route of administration for health benefits – the normal
route of administration being diet and mineral supplements.
The products called “Mineral Make-up” or the use of various
minerals in cosmetic products have very dubious benefits
with respect to health, due to the poor transition of minerals
through skin. Also due to poor dermal absorption they have
little skin benefits and are restricted to aesthetic effects such
as concealment, absorbancy, slip, adhesion, bloom, and colour
(see part 31 “Special Forms of Colour Cosmetics” for more
explanation).

What do Minerals do?
The following functions have been reported for these
ingredients.

Aluminum Oxide
Aluminium oxide is a chemical compound of aluminium
and oxygen with the chemical formula Al2O3. It is the most

commonly occurring of several aluminium oxides, and is
commonly called alumina. Being fairly chemically inert
and white, aluminium oxide is a favored filler for plastics.
Aluminium oxide is a common ingredient in sunscreen and is
sometimes present in cosmetics such as blush, lipstick, and nail
polish. It is widely used as an abrasive, including as a much less
expensive substitute for industrial diamond.
Abrasive – can be used in scrubs and cleansers
Absorbent – will absorb oils, dirt as cleansers
Opacifying agent – reduces transparency – appears whiter/
dense

Aluminum Hydroxide
Aluminium hydroxide, Al(OH)3, is found in nature as the
mineral gibbsite (also known as hydrargillite) and its three
much rarer polymorphs: bayerite, doyleite and nordstrandite.
Closely related are aluminium oxide hydroxide, AlO(OH),
and aluminium oxide (or alumina), Al2O3. These compounds
together are the major components of the aluminium ore
bauxite.
Anti-acid agent – used in Gaviscon/Mylanta type antacids to
reduces gut acidity

Zinc Oxide

Ric Williams B.Sc. Dip.Env St.
Cosmepeutics Internatiional
This column is intended not only as an education tool for nontechnical people or beginners in our industry, but as a forum for
those wishing to enlighten all about recent technology advances
and new ideas. I hope experienced scientists will also contribute
to this ideal and if you wish to do so please email me at:
ric@cosmepeutics.net.au and I will publish your comments.
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Zinc oxide is an inorganic compound with the formula
ZnO, and is a white powder that is insoluble in water, and it is
widely used as an additive in numerous materials and products
including sunscreens and colour cosmetics. It occurs naturally
as the mineral zincite, but most zinc oxide is produced
synthetically.
Abrasive – can be used in scrubs and cleansers
the science of beauty
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Absorbent – will absorb oils, dirt as cleansers
Opacifying agent – reduces transparency – appears whiter/
dense
Sunscreens – micronized forms make excellent sunscreens

Titanium Dioxide
Titanium dioxide, also known as titanium(IV) oxide or
titania, is the naturally occurring oxide of titanium, chemical
formula TiO2. When used as a pigment, it is called titanium
white, Pigment White 6 (PW6), or CI 77891. Generally it is
sourced from ilmenite, rutile and anatase. It has a wide range
of applications, from colour cosmetics to sunscreen to food
colouring.
Abrasive – can be used in scrubs and cleansers
Absorbent – will absorb oils, dirt as cleansers
Opacifying agent – reduces transparency – appears whiter/
dense
Sunscreens – micronized forms make excellent sunscreens

alba, porcelain clay, white bole, argilla). Kaolin has been
used commercially and medicinally for hundreds of years.
It is currently found in the manufacture of pottery, bricks,
cement, plastering material, color lakes (insoluble dyes), and
insulators. As a raw material, it is commonly found in paper,
plastics, cosmetics, and pharmaceuticals, and it is also used
in pharmaceutical preparations as a filtering agent to clarify
liquids.
Abrasive – can be used in scrubs and cleansers
Absorbent – will absorb oils, dirt as cleansers
Anticaking agent – reduces caking in powder products
Bulking agent – unreactive component used to increase
volume / dilute actives
Opacifying agent – reduces transparency – appears whiter/
dense
Slip modifier – allows the powder to feel softer/slippery,
disperses better

Magnesium Aluminium Phyllosilicate (Attapulgite)
Aluminum Silicate
is a name commonly applied to chemical compounds
which are derived from aluminium oxide, Al2O3 and silicon
dioxide, SiO2 which may be anhydrous or hydrated, naturally
occurring as minerals or synthetic. Many forms exist as
gems but the most common form used in cosmetics is Kaolin
(Common names: Heavy or light kaolin, China clay, bolus
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Attapulgite or Palygorskite is a magnesium aluminium
phyllosilicate with formula (Mg,Al)2Si4O10(OH)·4(H2O)
that occurs in a type of clay soil common to the Southeastern
United States. It is one of the types of fuller’s earth.
Detoxifying agent – will absorb heavy metals by absorption
into aqueous cage-like structure
Abrasive – can be used in scrubs and cleansers
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Absorbent – will absorb oils, dirt as cleansers
Bulking agent – unreactive component used to increase
volume / dilute actives
Opacifying agent – reduces transparency – appears whiter/
dense
Viscosity increasing agent (aqueous) – increases viscosity/
consistency, appears thicker

Opacifying agent – reduces transparency – appears whiter/
dense
Suspending agent (nonsurfactant) – settles between aqueous and
oil layers in emulsion to prevent sedimentation
Viscosity increasing agent (aqueous) – increases viscosity/
consistency, appears thicker

Calcium Silicate
Bentonite
Bentonite, an absorbent aluminium phyllosilicate clay
consisting mostly of montmorillonite, is one of the most
effective and powerful healing clays. Bentonite can be used
externally as a clay poultice, mud pack or in the bath and, in
skin care recipes. Bentonite can also be used as a desiccant due
to its adsorption properties. Bentonite desiccants have been
successfully used to protect pharmaceutical, nutraceutical, and
diagnostic products from moisture degradation and extend
shelf life. In fact, in the most common package environments,
bentonite desiccants offer a higher adsorption capacity than
silica gel desiccants. Bentonite complies with the FDA for
contact with food and drugs.
Absorbent – will absorb oils, dirt as cleansers
Bulking agent – unreactive component used to increase
volume / dilute actives
Emulsion stabilizer – settles between aqueous and oil layers in
emulsion to prevent coalescence
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Calcium silicate (often referred to by its shortened trade
name Cal-Sil or Calsil) is the chemical compound Ca2SiO4,
also known as calcium orthosilicate and sometimes formulated
2CaO.SiO2. Calcium silicate is a white free-f lowing powder
derived from limestone and diatomaceous earth. It has a low
bulk density and high physical water absorption.
Absorbent – will absorb oils, dirt as cleansers
Bulking agent – unreactive component used to increase
volume / dilute actives
Opacifying agent – reduces transparency – appears whiter/
dense

Fuller’s Earth
Fuller’s earth is any clay material that has the capability to
decolorize oil or other liquids without chemical treatment.
Fuller’s earth typically consists of palygorskite (attapulgite)
or bentonite. Modern uses of fuller’s earth include absorbents
for oil, grease, and animal waste. Minor uses include filtering,
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clarifying, and decolorizing; and as filler in cosmetcs and
pharmaceuticals. Also,
Abrasive – can be used in scrubs and cleansers
Absorbent – will absorb oils, dirt as cleansers
Anticaking agent – reduces caking in powder products
Bulking agent – unreactive component used to increase
volume / dilute actives
Opacifying agent – reduces transparency – appears whiter/
dense

Hectorite
Hectorite is a rare soft, greasy, white clay mineral with a
chemical formula of Na0.3(Mg,Li)3Si4O10(OH)2 and has
some advantages, including a small particle size. This makes
it useful in the cosmetic industry where it can be used as
a thickener and to change the texture and consistency of
cosmetic and personal care products. It also helps to stabilize
emulsions.
Absorbent – will absorb oils, dirt as cleansers
Bulking agent – unreactive component used to increase
volume / dilute actives
Opacifying agent – reduces transparency – appears whiter/
dense
Emulsion stabilizer – settles between aqueous and oil layers in
emulsion to prevent coalescence
Suspending agent (nonsurfactant) – settles between aqueous and
oil layers in emulsion to prevent sedimentation
Viscosity increasing agent (aqueous) – increases viscosity/
consistency, appears thicker

Magnesium Aluminum Silicate
(commonly known as the Veegum range)
Emulsion stabilizer – settles between aqueous and oil layers in
emulsion to prevent coalescence
Viscosity increasing agent (aqueous) – increases viscosity/
consistency, appears thicker
Absorbent – will absorb oils, dirt as cleansers
Anticaking agent – reduces caking in powder products (eg
table salt)
Opacifying agent – reduces transparency – appears whiter/
dense
Slip modifier – allows the powder to feel softer/slippery,
disperses better

Magnesium Silicate Hydrated (Talc)
A white, grey, or pale green soft mineral with a greasy feel,
occurring as translucent masses or laminae and consisting of
hydrated magnesium silicate.
Slip modifier – allows the powder to feel softer/slippery,
disperses better
Absorbent – will absorb oils, dirt as cleansers
Anticaking agent – reduces caking in powder products
Bulking agent – unreactive component used to increase
volume / dilute actives
36
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Opacifying agent – reduces transparency – appears whiter/
dense
Viscosity increasing agent (aqueous) – increases viscosity/
consistency, appears thicker
Talcum dusting powder is commonly used to reduce rashes
and diaper irritation in babies and infants. But this practice is
dangerous. High dust levels from Mining, manufacture or use
can result in the inhalation of significant amounts of powder,
causing acute or chronic lung irritation, known as talcosis.
However, this risk is readily avoidable as cornstarch powder is a
safe and reliable alternative.

Magnesium Trisilicate
Magnesium trisilicate can be used as an antacid in the
treatment of peptic ulcers. It increases the pH of gastric juice
via a neutralisation reaction. It also precipitates colloidal
silica, which can coat gastrointestinal mucosa conferring
further protection. It can also be used in oral pharmaceutical
formulations and food products as a glidant.
Abrasive – can be used in scrubs and cleansers
Absorbent – will absorb oils, dirt as cleansers
Anticaking agent – reduces caking in powder products
Bulking agent – unreactive component used to increase
volume / dilute actives
Opacifying agent – reduces transparency – appears whiter/
dense
Slip modifier – allows the powder to feel softer/slippery,
disperses better
Viscosity increasing agent (aqueous) – increases viscosity/
consistency, appears thicker

Mica
Mica is a mineral name given to a group of minerals that are
physically and chemically similar. They are all silicate minerals,
known as sheet silicates because they form in distinct layers.
Micas are fairly light and relatively soft, and the sheets and
f lakes of mica are f lexible.
Wet-ground mica, which retains the brilliancy of its cleavage
faces, is used primarily in pearlescent paints by the automotive
industry. Many metallic-looking pigments are composed of a
substrate of mica coated with another mineral, usually titanium
dioxide (TiO2). The resultant pigment produces a ref lective
color depending on the thickness of the coating. These
products are used to produce automobile paint, shimmery
plastic containers, high quality inks used in advertising and
security applications. In the cosmetics industry, its ref lective
and refractive properties make mica an important ingredient
in blushes, eye liner, eye shadow, foundation, hair and body
glitter, lipstick, lip gloss, mascara, moisturizing lotions, and
nail polish. Some brands of toothpaste include powdered white
mica. This acts as a mild abrasive to aid polishing of the tooth
surface, and also adds a cosmetically pleasing, glittery shimmer
to the paste.
The word mica is derived from the Latin word mica,
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meaning a crumb, and probably inf luenced by micare, to
glitter.
Lustre – adds a ref lective appearance that appears like lustre
or sparkles

Montmorillonite
Montmorillonite is a very soft phyllosilicate group of
minerals that typically form as microscopic crystals, known as
clay. The individual crystals of montmorillonite clay are not
tightly bound hence water can intervene, causing the clay to
swell. The water content of montmorillonite is variable and it
increases greatly in volume when it absorbs water. Chemically,
it is hydrated sodium calcium aluminium magnesium silicate
hydroxide (Na,Ca)0.33(Al,Mg)2(Si4O10)(OH)2·nH2O.
Potassium, iron, and other cations are common substitutes, and
the exact ratio of cations varies with source.
Abrasive – can be used in scrubs and cleansers
Absorbent – will absorb oils, dirt as cleansers
Bulking agent – unreactive component used to increase
volume / dilute actives
Emulsion stabilizer – settles between aqueous and oil layers in
emulsion to prevent coalescence
Opacifying agent – reduces transparency – appears whiter/
dense
Viscosity increasing agent (aqueous) – increases viscosity/
consistency, appears thicker
Pharmaceutical – For external use, montmorillonite has been
used to treat contact dermatitis.

Pyrophyllite
Pyrophyllite is a phyllosilicate mineral composed of
aluminium silicate hydroxide: Al2Si4O10(OH)2. The folia
have a pronounced pearly lustre, owing to the presence of a
perfect cleavage parallel to their surfaces: they are f lexible but
not elastic, and are usually arranged radially in fan-like or
spherical groups.
Absorbent – will absorb oils, dirt as cleansers
Colorant – adds colour
Opacifying agent – reduces transparency – appears whiter/
dense

Sodium Magnesium Silicate
Sodium Magnesium Silicate is a synthetic silicate clay,
comprised mainly of magnesium and sodium silicate. It is
used as a binder and bulking agent in cosmetics and personal
care products, in part because of its ability to absorb water
(CosmeticsInfo.org).
Binder – acts as cohesive “cement” in powders to prevent the
cake from breaking up
Bulking agent – unreactive component used to increase
volume / dilute actives

Zeolite
Zeolites are microporous, aluminosilicate minerals
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commonly used as commercial adsorbents and catalysts. Zeolite
is a breakthrough supplement that works at the cellular level
by trapping heavy metals and toxins and safely removing
them from the body. Zeolite is also very effective in removing
radiation. Cosmetic uses include,
Absorbent – will absorb oils, dirt as cleansers in masks, etc.
Deodorant agent – will absorb oils, microbes to reduce odour
formation, due to cage-like structure
Detoxifying agent – will absorb heavy metals by absorption
into aqueous cage-like structure

Miscellaneous
Gattefosse (Trapeze and Associates) produce a range of
“stone extracts” under the brand names HEMA’TÎTE™;
MALA’KÎTE™; OLI’VÎNE™; RHODO’LÎTE™ 2 and
ZIN’CÎTE™.

Mineral Make-up and Mineral Cosmetics
History
As a ‘visual species’ our physical appearance has played a
significant role in human affairs across cultures and time.
Cosmetics including refined mineral and organic based
makeup have a very long history. For example, we know
mineral makeup dates back to the times of Cleopatra. The
Egyptians used naturally occurring minerals not only as
protection from the harsh sun and elements but in the pursuit
of ‘divine beauty’. Being beautiful by the standards of the day
was thought to ‘bring one closer to god’. It was customary to
underline the eyes with dark Kohl, an antimony sulfite, or
the green copper carbonate Malachite to create the distinctive
‘almond shape Egyptian eyes we associate with the pharaohs. It
is believed cosmetics were a notable part of daily life in ancient
Greece and Rome. makeup and skin preparations were used
more for social status and vanity than for spiritual reasons.
A complexion free from the ravages of the sun was a sign of
status and wealth. Preparations of olive oil, charcoal and honey
were used to adorn the eyes. Redding combined with beeswax
created a basic lipstick.
In more modern times zinc oxide has been used to create a
pale complexion to signify a non-working class status. Tanned
skin indicated one’s involvement in physical labour and a lower
social status. Powders and creams were developed to whiten
the skin and hair. However, it was during the 20th century that
cosmetic chemists started to create purer forms of what we now
call ‘mineral makeup’. In the 1970’s formulations became more
sophisticated and popular. Beauty industry folklore suggests
mineral based products had a resurgence in San Francisco in
the midst of the ‘peace and love’ movement.

What is “Mineral Make-up and Mineral Cosmetics”?
To quote an article;
Naturally beautiful? By Kate Browne Last updated: 28th
July 2014
https://www.choice.com.au/health-and-body/beauty-andthe science of beauty
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personal-care/skin-care-and-cosmetics/articles/mineral-makeup-not-so-natural
“For anyone who wears foundation, the benefits of mineral
make-up sound like a dream. Far from clogging your pores or
being bad for your complexion, it claims to be so gentle you
can sleep in it. Some brands even claim using it will improve
your skin.
Despite having been around since the 1970s, mineral
make-up has seen a recent surge in popularity. Capitalising on
what seems to be the public’s passion for all things “natural”,
many major cosmetic brands have launched a line of mineral
foundations over recent years and are selling them from
department stores to supermarkets.
How is mineral foundation different?
Mineral foundation is marketed as a more natural alternative
to other foundations, such as liquids and pressed powders. The
biggest difference is that it usually contains finely crushed,
naturally occurring minerals, and most come in loose powder
form to be applied using a special brush.
It’s a radical departure from the usual quick application
of liquid, sticks or pressed powder bases with fingertips or a
sponge. Although a little more complicated and messy, the
claims you’ll be improving your skin and appearance make the
extra effort seem worth it – who wouldn’t want to use makeup that’s good for your skin?
But is it really natural?
Even though it’s claimed mineral foundation has many
good qualities, including being great for improving acne,
moisturising skin and not clogging pores, dermatologist Philip
Artemi says none of these claims are true. “Mineral make-up
isn’t anything but an alternative kind of make-up, nothing
more,” he says, arguing it doesn’t have any therapeutic effect.
As a cosmetic, mineral foundation can’t actually make any
therapeutic claims.
As for being more natural than other kinds of make-up,
once again mineral foundation fails to live up to its claims.
Most of the mineral ingredients naturally contain traces of
toxic impurities and require processing to remove them. As
ingredients undergo chemical processes and purification to
render them safe for cosmetic use, it’s quite a stretch to define
them as “natural”, says Artemi.
There are no regulations that define mineral make-up.
Currently, any product can be labelled mineral make-up if it
contains any mineral as a primary ingredient, even if it contains
a whole host of synthetic ingredients as well.
Generally, most mineral foundations contain the same core
ingredients: titanium dioxide, zinc oxide, mica, and iron
oxides. Some will contain bismuth oxychloride and talc as
well.”

sourced from the earth such as titanium dioxide (TiO2), zinc
oxide (ZnO), Boron Nitrate (BN), iron oxides, mica and gold.
Unlike more traditional products, mineral makeup is
generally fragrance-free and typically excludes the major
contemporary chemicals, dyes, and preservatives.
In authentic mineral makeup the mineral ingredients will
be listed first on the ingredients list as they are the major
ingredients. Importantly, genuine mineral makeup will contain
no talc (also known as soapstone).
Most mineral brands have an in-built sun protection factor of
at least SPF15 which we would recommend be used only as a
complement to an appropriate sun screen.
Whilst traditional makeup formulations also includes
minerals to some extent, unlike mineral makeup they may also
include fillers, talc (a mineral), artificial fragrances, binders,
synthetic dyes, parabens or other preservatives.
Most allergies and intolerances to traditional makeup is a
reaction to these parabens, talcs, synthetic fragrances, binders,
dyes, and preservatives. So common sense should suggest that
any makeup that eliminates these should eliminate some of the
related problems.
Moreover ingredients like titanium dioxide and zinc oxide
are reported to have anti-inf lammatory properties and are
common ingredients in traditional sunscreens.
Mineral makeup is also generally non-comedogenic which
means it tends not to clog pores and may therefore reduce
aggravation of acne or rosacea conditions.”
In my view “Mineral Makeup and Mineral Cosmetics”
appear to be a range of cosmetic products that contain some
of the minerals quoted above (and not usually at significant
levels), but are usually based on common cosmetic bases using
common organic or synthetic components such as humectants,
emulsifiers, oil phase and actives. They are not really different
to what we have been using in the cosmetic industry, for many
years, as Foundations, Compacts, etc. but have been marketed
with a new twist for an old, tired, format.
Thank you.
The next issue we will discuss “Colour Cosmetics”

Or an alternate view from the internet;
http://www.scoutcosmetics.com/introduction-to-mineralmakeup-and-cosmetics/
“Mineral makeup is made of very finely ground and refined
natural minerals (also called fine miniature rock crystals)
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Stem cells
and cosmetic science
by Dr E. Russell Vickers PhD, MDSc, MScMed, MArt, Dip Herbal Med.
Oral & Maxillofacial Surgeon
www.clinicalstemcells.com

What are stem cells?
Stem cells are reservoir cells
virtually present in all tissue types in
the human body. Their purpose is to
replace damaged or worn out cells.
They are ultimately responsible for
reparative processes of injured tissue and
regeneration of organs and structures
to maintain survival. The history of
stem cells is recent, with stem cells first
identified in umbilical cord blood in
1978. Then in 1998 Professor Thompson
from the USA developed the first
embryonic stem cell line. Embryonic
stem cells are still considered the
gold standard for tissue regeneration.
However, they were acquired by
sacrificing developing embryos and due
to ethical considerations and with other
sources of stem cells available, they are
now used for laboratory research only or
specialised clinical trials. The progress
of using stem cells for therapeutic
applications rapidly developed after
isolation of adult mesenchymal stem cells
being from bone marrow, then adipose
and other tissues between 2000-06. Stem
cells in dermal tissue were identified in
2001 initiating the interest of cosmetic
companies. Large numbers of these stem
cells can now be easily acquired. Adipose
tissue contains approximately 100,000Vol 6 No 1

1 million stem cells per gram of tissue.
There are approximately 2,500 stem cells
per ml of blood, and 1 stem cell for every
10,000 cells in bone marrow. Acquisition
of these cells for therapeutic reasons is
time dependent in order to maximise
cell number retrieval as they circadian
rhythms (6x higher in blood between
12pm-3pm compared with 2am-4am).
The use of stem cells for medical
purposes involves stem cell acquisition
through liposuction of adipose tissue in a
day surgery hospital. The lipoaspirate is
then processed with collagenase enzyme
to separate the adipocyte fat cells from
the mesenchymal stem cells and other
cell types. The term stromal vascular
fraction (SVF) is applied to the mixed
heterogeneous population of stem cells,
monocytes and red blood cells. The
SVF is injected or infused back into the
patient and stem cells constitute 40-50%
of the SVF cells. The procedure is within
a Class 2 biosafety cabinet to prevent
contamination. Two small samples are
taken and subjected to further laboratory
tests. One sample is for viral and bacterial
testing to ensure there are no microbes.
The other sample is subjected to f low
cytometry that calculates total cell
numbers for clinical use, cell viability,
and establishes cellular CD protein

markers to confirm the percentage of
stem cells.
The advantage of these mesenchymal
cells is their ability to differentiate into
various cell types including neurons,
adipocytes, vascular cells for blood
supply, and osteoblasts for bone growth.
In essence they are the ideal type for
cosmetic interventions. Despite the
science of stem cell research being
new, the purpose and presence of stem
cells in living tissues has been around
for millions of years. All living tissues
within plants, animals and humans
have stem cells. Our mature cells have
a limited life span and require renewal.
For example, stem cells are responsible
for the regeneration of the physical body,
replacing cells that die off : 7 million
heart cells die each year and the heart is
completely replaced in a slow transitional
phase every 20-40 years, new lungs
every 4 years, and new pancreas and
liver every 3 years, fingernails every 6
months and epidermis every 4 weeks.
For the typical 40 year old, since birth s/
he is on their second heart, 10th set of
lungs, 12th pancreas and liver, and 80th
set of fingernails. Consensus among top
biologists is that humans should live to a
healthy 150 yrs of age by understanding
stem cell biotechnology approaches
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combined with balanced diet and
exercise.

Stem Cell Research
There has been an enormous
increase in medical stem cell research
that has direct translational cosmetic
applications. Improvements in stem cell
medical physiology underpin cosmetic
improvements. Most medical studies are
still preliminary ‘proof of concept’ to
demonstrate safety and efficacy, prior to
expensive randomised placebo controlled
studies. Several landmark studies include:
• Dr Diane Krause in 2001 showed that
one stem cell completely reconstituted
an entire blood system of red blood
cells, lymphocytes and platelets in
animal research
• People with a higher number of
circulating stem cells have a lower risk
of heart attack.
• In a study of stem cells to treat insulin
dependent diabetes, results showed
13/14 patients to have insulin-free
episodes from 1-35 months (average
16 months) Further studies have
shown that hypertension, arthritis,
lupus, kidney failure and migraines are
associated with low levels of stem cells.
• Stem cells have been found to
reduce nerve induced (neurogenic)
inf lammation as reported in
postherpetic neuralgia of the skin
(shingles) and episodic redness /
swelling /sweating of the skin through
an upregulated sympathetic nervous
system.
• Not all stem cells are therapeutic as
certain cells can be neoplastic and
cause cancer. Melanomas, for example,
have many cancer stem cells and are
highly malignant and spread quickly
due to the cells ‘stemness’.
Stem cells in cosmetics
The question posed by consumers in
“do stem cells exist in facial creams”
is easily answered – they do not. Cells
require a physiological environment to
live such as phosphate buffered saline
(pH 7.4) with additional requirements
of oxygen, carbon dioxide, glucose
and amino acids. Cells cannot reside
and survive in typical W/O or O/W
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emulsions. Factors expressed by stem
cells such as peptides however, can
be synthesised and added to cosmetic
formulations. A ‘stem cell enriched
factor cream’ is an applicable description
for cosmetic chemists and marketing
professionals. The use of formulations
containing stem cells from Swiss apples
is an example where marketing has come
under criticism. Certain peptides are
helpful in stem cell expansion such as
GLP-1 a peptide with additional antidiabetic and anti-obesity properties.
Furthermore, peptides involved in
proliferative dermal cellular signaling
responses are likely candidates for
inclusion in future cosmetic applications.
Peptides are the ‘software’ to awaken
dermal cellular responses and they,
and their parent protein precursors are
expressed by stem cells. Stem cells could
be considered the ‘hardware’ involved
in anti-aging mechanisms. They offer
unbridled potential in the cosmetic field,
particularly if coupled with collagen
and elastin signaling peptides. In
addition, inclusion of established natural
compounds such as vitamin A and C,
and exotic marine / plant peptides will
surely add for improvement of cosmetic
outcomes.
Stem cells are triggered into action by
trauma such as a cut, burn, surgery or
fractured bone. The facial improvement
of deep glycolic acid peels is likely due
to the activation of stem cells. Glycolic
acid can burn the skin resulting in pain
and redness. This is turn would cause
stem cell migration and activation to
the burn area, ultimately producing a
significant skin improvement despite the
discomfort. There are several physical
stimuli that can increase the number of
circulating stem cells for both cosmetic
and therapeutic applications. These
include physical stimuli using rapid
movement (vibration machine) for
general health, and ultrasound used by
physiotherapists that maintains higher
cell numbers in a specific site. Stem cells
are working all the time, and providing
the correct environment and nutrients
are helpful in achieving an improved
cosmetic result. One well published

USA stem cell report of a complication
illustrated a patient who developed bone
splinters in the face after stem cells had
been administered around the eyes. The
patient had previously an injection of
hydroxyapatite dermal filler that had
not resorbed and was still present in the
dermis. This had signaled the stem cells
to form osteoblasts and deposit bone
fragments. Age is no barrier to the use
of stem cells but care must be taken
when placing stem cells into a dermal
environment that may contain foreign
materials. More viable stem cells are
present in younger people but there are
still adequate cell numbers and viability
for therapeutic and cosmetic applications
in older and elderly people. Several
natural techniques and compounds are
likely to enhance stem cells:
1 Food compounds such as turmeric
and ginger are peripheral circulatory
stimulants. This increases the number
and mobility of cells migrating into
the vascular system thereby improving
regeneration.
2 Melatonin produced during good sleep
patterns of 7-8 hrs sleep enhances
proliferation of neural stem cells aiding
memory and cognition
3 Stress and anxiety reduce the ability of
stem cells to proliferate to form new
tissue. Herbs such as passionf lower
and chamomile are excellent to reduce
stress.
4 Hyaluronic acid improves the ability
of stem cells to cross capillary blood
vessel walls thus allowing stem cells to
the site of regeneration.
5 Aphanizomenon f lo-aqua is a
blue green algae and can increase
circulating stem cells
6 Astragalus is a Chinese traditional
medicine herb that can proliferate stem
cells and acts on telomerase for antiaging effects

Future of stem cells
The progress of stem cell research is
gaining momentum on different fronts.
One area is the use of biobanks. Stem
cells can be acquired from umbilical
cord, adipose tissue and other sources.
Stem cells can then be stored in liquid
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nitrogen indefinitely for future use in
cryogenic banks. In addition, cells can
be passaged many times in a bioreactor
to increase the number of cells for any
future needs. Typically, an embryonic
cell can be passaged indefinitely for
unlimited stem cells, while adult
mesenchymal cells are generally limited
to 10-30 passages (freeze / thaw/
expansion cycles) providing up to several
billion cells. In addition, tissue engineers
are designing molecular and cellular
structures that allow incorporation of
stem cells. These are 3D peptide and
printing scaffolds that are designed on
CT scans of internal missing body parts
(printed form). The scaffolds can be
fabricated with a self-assembly peptide
matrix incorporating stem cells and
differential peptide growth factors. For
example an inner layer of endothelial
peptides for blood vessels, adjacent of
neuronal growth factors for the nerve
supply, and then bone / muscle growth
factors on the next layer resulting in
a true autologous ‘one stop’ organ /
tissue transplant without the concern of
tissue rejection nor immunosuppressant
drugs. The oral cavity may also provide
a localised source for facial stem cell
applications. Dental researchers can
harvest stem cells from the periodontal
ligament that supports the tooth /
bone interface. This ligament contains
oxytalan fibres that are rich in elastin.
Recently, the cosmetic appearance of the
face was restored following implantation
of a biological foam sponge impregnated
with stem cells in lost jaw bone that had
significantly collapsed the vertical facial
dimension.
The second area of interest are induced
pluripotent stem cells. Breakthrough
research by Professor Yamanake in 2008
showed that adult keratinocytes from
the skin could be subjected to a series
of chemicals and virus vectors that
caused a mature skin cell to revert to an
embryonic cell. The groundbreaking
research resulted in a Nobel Prize in
2012. Ultimately, once the method can
use safe chemistry and not alter DNA/
messenger RNA then our own skin will
be a simple and permanent source of cell
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renewal.
To ensure ongoing safety and efficacy
of stem cells for complex medical
purposes such as recovery from stroke,
cardiac events and neuronal degeneration
(multiple sclerosis etc), much research
is yet to be conducted. The results will
translate into the cosmetic field as the
knowledge and acceptance of stem cells
increases. Moreover, currently expensive
stem cell clinic costs will reduce in the
future with improved biotechnology
and scale up production of laboratory
materials and more trained personnel.
In summary, there is indeed a potential
enormous benefit to the cosmetic field by
incorporating stem cell biotechnology.

Fig. 3 – Chronic facial disfigurement on
the right side of the photo as a result of
neurogenic swelling of the cheek. Stem cells
have been shown to significantly reduce this
form of inflammation.

Fig. 4 – Upregulation of the sympathetic
nervous system producing persistent redness
of the cheek on the left side of the photo.
The patient reported “I apply four layers of
makeup but the redness is still very obvious
and I do not go out as I get embarrassed”.
Stem cells are helpful in this type of condition.

List of Figures
Fig. 1 – Microscopic view (400X) of the
stromal vascular fraction immediately after
lipoaspirate processing and placed in
phosphate buffered saline (pH 7.4). At this
stage there is a mixed cell population of single
stem cells, monocytes and red blood cells
that are indistinguishable.

Fig. 5a – Patient with excessive loss of facial
tissue above the brow and side of face on
left side of photo. This was caused by use of
Botox injections.
Fig. 5b – Stem cell treatment was conducted
that resulted in excellent tissue regeneration
of both sites at 4 months.
5a

5b

Fig. 2 – Stromal vascular fraction at 5 days
shows stem cells have undergone expansion
and are seen as clumps of 20-50 cells. Single
red blood cells are undergoing apoptosis (cell
death).
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The quality of cosmetics sold in
secondary markets: the internet
and sunday-markets
by Derio Comar BSc(HONS), FRACI, MASM
Managing Director, Derio Comar Consulting

Abstract
During 2014-15 a range of cosmetics
and toiletry products were purchased
at “Weekend-markets” and from the
Internet. Specific criteria were utilized to
source and assess the quality of products
from these secondary retail markets.
In Weekend-markets one or
two products were purchased
opportunistically per brand encountered
during the sampling period with
particular emphasis on artisan/
homemade products rather than
mainstream brands.
The criteria for choosing Internet
products was to purchase items that
appeared to have irregularities in labels,
ingredients and prices not in keeping with
normal retail values. Mineral powders
were also predominantly purchased from
Internet sellers since these were poorly
represented at Weekend-markets.
The products were subjected to
a variety of quality tests including
microbiology, physical stability testing
and review of labels.
This paper presents a range of test
results which demonstrates a high
level of non-compliance. In particular,
the study found poor microbiological
quality, product instability, packaging
degradation, breaches of labelling
42
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requirements and evidence for the
dumping of old stock into these secondary
retail markets by mainstream companies.
The data generated in this survey
supports the view that the cosmetic
industry should be regulated in respect of
quality standards.

Introduction
Periodically labelling standards and
the quality and safety of cosmetics come
under question. In 2010 the ACCC
introduced mandatory reporting of
consumer complaints whereby suppliers
of consumer goods are required to
report deaths, serious injuries or illness
associated with their consumer goods.
This does not specifically target cosmetics
but all consumer goods. Since the scheme
was put into place, approximately 30%
(400/1400) of injury reports were for
cosmetics (1). This matter is still under
investigation and no final report on the
Total Recalls
60

root causes of these statistics has been
released since the preparation of this
paper. In 2013 the ACCC undertook
a limited microbiological survey of
cosmetic products. The findings showed
that approximately 3% were found
to be contaminated resulting in the
enforcement of recalls on several products
and multiple product batches. Between
2010-2015 some 60 recalls have occurred
in Australia for cosmetic products (1).
In excess of 120 batches/products were
recalled over this period representing
about 20 batches/products per annum.
Table 1 represents a simplified and
categorized version of cosmetic recalls in
Australia for this period.
Despite this adverse consumer data
and the extraordinary level of mandatory
injury reports, to date, the Australian
regulators have been reluctant to regulate
cosmetics beyond the current mandatory
ingredient labelling requirements

Recalls with multiple batches/products

Recalls where all batches or products recalled

7 (33 batches)

11(>30)

Reasons for Recall

% of Recalls

Unacceptable Ingredient

30

Microbiology

17

Incorrect Labelling

13

Faulty packaging

7

Table 1. Summary of recalls in Australia between 2010-2015
Vol 6 No 1

and a requirement for chemicals to be
on the AICS system administered by
NICNAS (2).
Quality and Safety Aspects of Cosmetics
Not Regulated
Manufacturing GMP
Manufacturing licence
Microbiological Standards
Preservation Standards
Stability standards
Use-by-dates/
No import controls
Table 2. The quality and safety aspects of
cosmetics not regulated in Australia

Cosmetics in Australia are essentially
unregulated in respect to quality and
safety. In a relatively similar unregulated
market the USA has experienced
some 44 recalls (5-6/annum) due to
microbiological contamination from
2004-2011 (3). As a comparison, from
2010-2015, Australia had marginally
fewer than 2 recalls per annum which
were associated with microbiological
contamination.
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Table 2 represents all the product
quality and safety criteria not
mandatorily applied to cosmetics.
This includes no manufacturing
GMP standards, no licensing of
manufacturers, no microbiological
standards, no preservative
standards, no stability standards,
no Use-by-date requirements and no
control on quality of imported goods.
The Australian consumer laws do also
incorporate some all encompassing
clauses highlighting the duty of care
requirements in respect of the supply of
consumer goods. These are often cited,
by the industry and its representatives,
as indicating that the cosmetics industry
is regulated. Such good meaning
motherhood clauses are not a substitute
for mandatory standards and not an
appropriate approach to regulating a
highly complex and technical industry.
These regulatory system deficiencies
apply to mainstream manufactures so
it is not surprising that some market
sectors are totally outside radar range.
To address these issues this study

undertaken from 2014-2015 was
designed to examine cosmetics outside
of the normal retail sector and focussed
on Weekend-markets and the Internet.
A total of 60 products were purchased
over this period and subjected to a
variety of quality tests. The objective
of this survey was not to undertake a
statistically-based study of the cosmetic
industry but rather identify the key
quality problems that exist in these
secondary retail markets.

Methodology
Weekend-markets
A total of 27 samples were purchased
from Weekend-markets. Several criteria
were applied to these purchases with
all products meeting one or more of
the criteria. The primary criteria were
that the product should be an artisan
or homemade product and that no
more than two products per supplier
would be purchased. In this way the
quality criteria would better ref lect
a range of suppliers and avoid bias by
over-representation by one supplier.
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The second set of criteria were obscure
brands selling at discounted prices and
mainstream products appearing to be
old or out of date stock. Where possible,
subject to the pack size of the product, a
sufficient size sample was purchased to
enable rudimentary stability testing to
be performed.

Internet
A total of 33 products were purchased
from the Internet. A primary criterion
for Internet products was the purchase
of mineral based powder products
that were poorly represented in the
Weekend-market purchases. The
second criteria were to investigate
obscure brands with poor product
descriptions followed by mainstream
products which were being sold for
“too good to be true” prices. Similarly
to Weekend-markets, where possible,
sufficient sample size was purchased
to perform a rudimentary stability
test. Table 3 represents products
surveyed by category across both
market sectors.
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Product Category

Number samples

Skincare

25

Personal care

15

Mineral Powders

9

Skin toners

6

Mixed powders /organics

5

Total

60

Table 3. All products surveyed described by
product category

Product Assessment
The survey assessments were intended
to identify the quality issues of products
in these retail market sectors. The
microbiological and stability testing
was restricted to a sufficient range of
parameters to enable quality deficiencies
to be detected. More detailed analyses
could be pursued in any future research
project. This approach enabled the design
of this relatively economical survey to
retain the ability to detect the key noncompliance characteristics of products.
Total Aerobic Microbial Counts and
Yeast & Mould counts were performed
on all samples collected. The testing
was performed in accordance with

the methods described in British
Pharmacopoeia (4). The intent of this
testing was not to specifically identify
the presence of particular species or
pathogens but rather to assess the broad
nature of any microbiological quality
issues that may be discovered. Products
were categorized into two or three
groupings for statistical review of the
microbiological data. That is, products
with counts <100 orgs/g, counts of 100
-1000 orgs/g and counts >1000 orgs/g.
These microbial lev 5).
Stability testing could only be
undertaken on 32 products. No stability
testing was performed on the mineral
powder products representing 23%
(14/60) of the samples. The remaining
portion of samples could not be tested for
stability. This was restricted by the size
of sample available to undertake the tests.
All the products were stored at 230-250C
and examined at three month intervals
over a nine months period. At each time
interval the products were examined
for emulsion separation, discolouration,
cloudiness, formation of precipitates and
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for packaging degradation. These tests
represent the most basic characteristics
of instability. No ingredient chemical
stability was undertaken.
The labels of all products were
examined for a variety of requirements;
mandatory ingredient labelling, Useby-dates, Batch codes and Country
of origin. The nature of the label or
product claims was not examined.

Results
Microbiology
A total of 22% of products had bacteria
counts in excess of 100 orgs/g. Seventeen
percent (17%) had bacteria counts
exceeding 1000 orgs/g. The product
category found to have the highest
portion of contaminated products was
mineral powders, with 40% having
bacteria counts in excess of 1000 orgs/g.
In respect of skincare/personal care
products, 10% were found to have
bacteria counts in excess of 1000 orgs/g.
Yeast& Moulds were detected in only 7%
of the products with 5% of the products
having counts in excess of 1000 orgs/g.
Tables 4 and 5 represent the
microbiological data by product category
and by market sector respectively. In
most cases, where convenient, the
percentage figures reported have been
rounded off to whole number units.
Internet samples demonstrated a higher
proportion of contamination than those
purchased in the Weekend-markets.
Approximately 30% of internet samples
were found to have bacteria counts
exceeding 100 orgs/g, while 10% of

Fig 1 Typical growth curve of bacteria in a closed system illustrating that a count of 102 orgs/
gram can occur at both the beginning and end of the growth cycle.

Weekend-market products were found
with similar counts. However, the internet
sample figure is partially biased by the
overrepresentation by mineral powders.
A difficulty in interpreting
microbiological results from random
samples is that it is impossible to
assess the stage of the microbiological
contamination or the spoilage phase in
the growth cycle. Figure 1 illustrates a
typical growth curve for bacteria in a
closed system. After a significant growth
phase the nutrients and build-up of toxic
by-products becomes a limiting factor
followed by a death or decline phase.
Any bacterial count in isolation cannot
determine this status. It should be stated
that these growth characteristics only
apply to aqueous products in which

Samples

Bacteria Count
>100 orgs/g

Bacteria Count
>1000 orgs/g

Skincare

25

3 (16%)

2 (8%)

Personal care

15

2 (13%)

2 (13%)

Mineral products

14

7 (50%)

6 (43%)

Skin Toners

6

1 (17%)

0 (0%)

Product category

Table 4. Microbiological contamination by product category [No.(%category)]

bacteria can grow. In powder products
or non-aqueous formulations bacteria
cannot grow because of the absence of
water. However, when such products
become contaminated the bacteria counts
within such products can be quite stable
and persist for prolonged periods.

Stability
A total of 19 Weekend-market samples
were subjected to stability testing. Of
these 10 (52.6%) were found to be
unstable within 9 months. Furthermore,
4 (21%) were found to attack the
packaging. Only 13 Internet products
were subjected to stability testing. For
the Internet products only 1 (7.7%)
was found to be unstable. Of the total
products tested for stability 11 (34%)
products were found to be unstable
by the physical criteria used. The key
problems noted were emulsion separation
and discolouration which occurred in
73% of the samples showing instability.
A total of 4 (12.5%) samples were
found to attack and degrade the plastic
packaging. Tables 6 and 7 summarize
the stability data by sample group and
type. Figure 2 illustrates examples of
instability.

Samples

Bacteria Count
>1000 orgs/G

Bacteria Count
100-1000 orgs/G

Bacteria Count
10-100 orgs/G

Sunday-Market (Bacteria)
(No Y&M found)

27

2 (7.4%)

1 (3.7%)

1 (3.7%)

Internet (Bacteria)

33

8 (24%)

2 (6%)

5 (15%)

Labelling

Internet (Y&M)

33

3 (9%)

1 (3%)

4 (12%)

The labels of all 60 samples surveyed
were reviewed. If a product had an

Sector

Table 5. Microbiological contamination in products by market sector
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Source

Samples

Unstable (%)

Attacked Packaging (%)

Sunday-market

19

10 (52.6%)

4 (21%)

Internet

13

1 (7.7)

0

Total

32

11 (34%)

4 (12.5)

Table 6. Products showing instability by market sector
Type of Instability

Number Samples

3 months or less

6 months or less

9 months or less

Separation and Discolouration

8

2

4

2

Cloudiness/Precipitate

3

0

2

1

Attack on Packaging Only

2

0

1

1

Table 7. Categories of instability found and products degrading packaging

Fig 2 Examples of separation, discolouration and packaging attack.

ingredient label it was generally deemed
to be compliant and the nature of the
ingredients was not investigated further.
Products with ingredient labelling in
a foreign language were deemed to be
noncompliant. However, these products
Source

are specifically noted separately in the
statistics presented for this survey. Of
the noncompliant samples 85% did not
have ingredient labelling. The absence of
an ingredient label was by far the most
common cause of noncompliance. A small

Number

Compliant

Noncompliant

All Samples

60

40 (66.6%)

20 (33.3%)
5 (8.3%) Foreign Language

Sunday Market

27

22 (81.5%)

5 (18.5%)

18 (54.5)

15 (45.5%)
5 (15.1%) Foreign Language

Internet

33

Table 8. Ingredient label compliance by market sector
Category

Number

Compliant

Noncompliant

Skincare

25

21 (84%)

4 (16%)
2 (8%) foreign language

Personal care

15

10 (66.6%)

5 (33.3%)
2 (13.3%) foreign language

Mineral Powders

14

6 (43%)

8 (57%)

Skin Toners

6

3 (50%)

3 (50%)
1 (16.6%) foreign language

Table 9. Ingredient label compliance by product category

Number

Expiry Date

Expired at time
of purchase

No Expiry Date

No Batch Code

All Samples

60

18 (30%)

6 (33.3%)

42 (70%)

34 (57%)

Sunday Market

27

4 (15%)

0 (0%)

23 (85%)

17 (63%)

Internet

33

14 (42%)

6 (43%)

19 (58%)

17 (52%)

Source

Table 10. Frequency of expiry dates and batch codes by market sector
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number of samples were deemed to fall
under TGA labelling requirements and
thus were deemed to be noncompliant
with the existing label.(6) Tables 8 and
9 represent the level of compliance for
ingredient labelling by retail sector and
product category respectively.
The labels were also examined for
expiry or Use-by-dates, production
Batch Codes and Country of Origin
identification. Expiry dates are not
mandatory in Australia for cosmetics,
however, 15% of samples purchased at
Weekend-markets carried Use-by-dates.
Overall 30% of samples purchased carried
Use-by-dates. Of these products carrying
Use-by-dates 33% were expired at the
time of purchase. The expired stock had
all been sourced on the Internet while at
the Weekend-markets the products been
sold within the expiry date were close
to the expiry date. Expired stock was
typically two years past the Use-by-date
with the worst example being 6 years
past the Use-by-date. The absence of a
Batch Code was a significant problem
highlighted by this survey. A total of
57% of products surveyed had no Batch
Codes while 40% had neither a Batch
Code nor a Use-by-date. Without a
Batch Code or Use-by-date, traceability
and recalls would be impossible and
would require all products to be recalled.
These products were about evenly split
between the two market sectors. Table 10
summarizes the number of samples with
expiry dates and batch codes.
Many products either close to the Useby-date or with an expired Use-by-date
appeared to be old stock from mainstream
cosmetic manufactures. These products
were being sold at Weekend-markets or
the Internet outside of the conventional
retail market for those products.
Examples were Macleans Mouthwash
(made in Mexico) and Clearasil cleansing
pads (made USA) being sold at a market
close to the expiry date. Similarly from
the internet ROC RetinOX (made in
France) Use-by-date 2009 and SKII
(made in Japan) sold eight months after
Use-by-date. The evidence accumulated
in this survey suggests that products
are being “dumped” knowingly or not
Vol 6 No 1

on to these secondary retail markets by
the manufacturers or the wholesalers to
unload old stock. In respect of the ROC
products the UK website has been selling
these products for some years and they are
still available to this very day.
In respect of country of origin 17
(28%) of products did not identify the
country of manufacture. The remaining
63 (72%) of products were manufactured
in 14 different countries as diverse
as Norway, Jordan and Indonesia.
Approximately 48% of the Weekendmarket products were manufactured in
Australia while only 12% of the Internet
products were Australian.

Conclusion
This survey, although limited in scope
has identified major deficiencies with
the quality of cosmetics from these
secondary retail markets. Approximately
33% of the products surveyed would be
subject to a recall in Australia, either
due to microbiological contamination or
inadequate labelling or both. The criteria
for including suspiciously cheap products
from the Internet into the survey has
introduced some bias into these figures.
However, it has also enabled us to identify
that products outside of the Use-by-date
are being sold into these markets which
also includes some mainstream brands.
The Internet samples showed the highest
level of expired products (43%) where a
Use-by-date was present. The Internet
samples also showed the highest level
of microbiological contamination and
highest level of labelling noncompliance.
As a product category mineral based
products had the highest level of
microbiological contamination with
43% of the bacteria counts exceeding
1000 orgs/g. This is consistent with
the ACCC microbiological survey of
cosmetics undertaken in 2013 where
mineral based products were found to
be contaminated and were subject to
a recall. Mineral products are mined
and therefore are subject to all the
potential sources of environmental
contamination. Like most talc products
these mineral powders should be
subjected to decontamination processes
Vol 6 No 1

to reduce or remove bacterial loadings.
The history of talc contamination
with tetanus spores and the consumer
deaths linked to the contamination is
readily forgotten over time (7). From
a microbiological perspective, mineral
powders are not distinctly different and
can pose a public health risk if excessively
contaminated. As a matter of routine all
mineral powders should be screened for
microbiological limits tests including the
presence anaerobic spores.
Products from Weekend-markets
were shown to have the highest level of
instability and degradation of packaging
with 52% of the samples falling into this
category within 9 months of purchase.
These retail markets, particularly the
Internet with its increasing inf luence,
appear to be selling products of
significantly poor quality and in some
cases with potential for public health risk.
The current mainstream retail market
has had numerous recalls over the last
five years and is already under scrutiny
by our local regulators. This survey of

the secondary retail markets supports the
view that cosmetics should be regulated.
Furthermore, despite the obvious
difficulties, policies should include
mechanisms to also regulate cosmetics in
these secondary markets.
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Make a date

and mark your calendars

In-Cosmetics Asia
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Hong Kong
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In-Cosmetics North America
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New York NY
NZSCC Suppliers Day
15th September
Auckland
(Visit their Facebook page for
information)
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Development of a new quantitative
evaluation method for individual
pigmented spots and its
application to facial skin
by Kikuchi, K. Masuda, Y. Yamashita, T. Hirao, T. and Sato, K.
SHISEIDO Research Center, 2-1-1 Hayabuchi, Tsuzuki-ku, Yokohama, 224-8558 Japan

Abstract
Pigmentation is one of the most
prominent visible features of skin aging
and also affects human perception
of health and beauty. Various image
analysis methods to evaluate facial
pigmentation have been proposed
and applied for cosmetic and aesthetic
purposes. However, current methods
cannot provide precise information on
pigmented spots, such as variations in
size, shade and distribution pattern. In
this study, we develop image evaluation
methods that analyze individual
pigmented spots and acquire detailed
information of facial pigmented spots and
their age-related changes.
Cheek images were captured using
an original imaging system equipped
with an illumination unit and a highresolution digital camera. To obtain the
features of individual pigmented spots
within a cheek image (such as size and
melanin concentration), we established
a simple object-counting algorithm.
Acquired images were converted to
the melanin concentration images by
compensation formulae. The melanin
images were then converted to binary
images followed by noise reduction.
Furthermore, we applied a connectedVol 6 No 1

components labeling algorithm, which
assigns a unique label to each separate
group of connected pixels.
The cheek image analysis was
evaluated on 643 Asian women. The
proposed method was sufficiently
sensitive to measure the melanin
concentration, and the numbers and
sizes of individual pigmented spots. The
changes in the pigmented spots were
clearly age-related.
In conclusion, we developed a
new quantitative evaluation method
for individual pigmented spots. By
this method, we can understand the
characteristics of various pigmented facial
spots.

Introduction
Pigmentation is one of the most
prominent visible features of skin aging
and also affects human perception of
health and beauty. Particularly in Asian
countries, women regard white skin
or even skin tone as a sign of beauty,
and brightening products have become
inevitable components of the cosmetic
industry. Parallel to the development of
new cosmetic products, it is important to
evaluate facial pigmentation and obtain
detailed information of facial pigmented
spots and their conditions. To date,

facial pigmentation has been evaluated
by various image analysis methods
developed for the cosmetic and aesthetic
fields. These methodologies exploit the
optical properties of light interaction with
skin components, particularly melanin
[1-4]. However, the current methods
cannot provide precise information
on individual pigmented spots, such as
variations in their sizes, color shades
and distribution patterns. Here, we seek
image evaluation methods for acquiring
detailed information of facial pigmented
spots and for analyzing their age-related
changes. To this end, we develop an
object-counting algorithm based on
graph theory, and apply it to entire face
images. The algorithm distinguishes
individual spot lesions and determines the
sizes, melanin concentrations and shapes
of individual spots over the entire face.
The method also provides a rapid and
convenient research tool for clinicians
and researchers.

Materials and methods
Digital imaging system for acquiring
facial skin and melanin distribution
images
In our previous study, we developed
a facial imaging system that evaluates
skin color and obtains the detailed
the science of beauty
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spatial color distribution [7, 8]. This
system consisted of an illumination unit
and a high-resolution digital camera.
The lamps were designed to diffusely
illuminate a wide field of the subject’s
face, thereby eliminating shadows and
artifacts from specular ref lections. Images
were captured by a Canon CMOS digital
photo-camera (EOS Kiss X3; Canon,
Tokyo, Japan) and a Canon lens (EF 35
mm F2; Canon, Tokyo, Japan), with a
neutral gray color chip (Murakami Color
Research Laboratory, Tokyo, Japan) as
a color and brightness standard. Facial
images were stored in uncompressed
tagged image file format at a resolution of
1500 x 1500 pixels and 72 dots per inch
(dpi). Melanin distribution images were
analyzed by previously reported methods
[5-8]. First, the cheek areas of each
subject were extracted (500 x 500 pixels),
and eye region wrinkles and nasolabial
lines were removed from each image
by a mask applied to the facial feature
lines. The XYZ images were calculated
from the RGB values. In addition, the
XYZ values of each pixel in the images
were transformed into melanin and
hemoglobin concentration indexes as
follows [5-8]:
Melanin index = -4.861★log10(1/
X)+1.268★log10(1/Y)+
4.669★log10(1/Z)+0.063

images are converted to binary images
(Fig. 1c) with an optimized threshold
that determines the spot regions. Binary
image conversion is followed by noise
reduction. The cleaned binary images
are passed to the connected-components
labeling algorithm, which assigns a
unique label to each separate group of
connected pixels (Fig. 1d). After this step,
we can calculate the relevant parameters
(number of spots, and the sizes and
melanin concentrations of individual
spots). Finally, to identify and remove
pore areas, we specified that to qualify as
a spot, a pigmented area must exceed 2
mm 2 (Fig. 1e).

Hemoglobin index = -32.218★log10(1/
X)+37.499★log10(1/Y)4.495★log10(1/Z) +0.444

Subjects and environmental conditions
for evaluating individual pigmented spots
on the cheek

Image analysis of
individual pigmented spots
To obtain the features of individual
pigmented spots within a cheek image,
we established a simple object-counting
algorithm that calculates the sizes and
melanin concentrations of the spots.
The acquired melanin images were
processed by four sequential procedures:
smoothing, binarization, region labeling,
and candidate cropping. In the smoothing
step, rough shade undulations on the
image surface are corrected by a Gaussian
filter with half-width of 4.0 mm (Fig.
1a); spike noise is then removed by three
passes through a 5×5-pixel median filter
(Fig. 1b). In the second step, the melanin
50
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Six hundred and forty-three healthy
Japanese females aged 20–80 years were
enrolled in the study. They were divided
into nine different age groups; 22 subjects
in group A (20–24 years old), 76 in
group B (25–29 years old), 76 in group C
(30–34 years old), 76 in group D (35–39
years old), 76 in group E (40–45 years

old), 76 in group F (45–49 years old), 76
in group G (50–54 years old), 76 in group
H (55–59 years old), and 89 in group
I (60–80 years old). Informed consent
was obtained from all participants. This
study was carried out under approval
of the ethics committee of the Shiseido
Research Center. Each subject washed
her face and rested for 20 min under
ambient conditions of 23°C and 45%
relative humidity. All facial images were
taken under the same conditions and
were subjected to image analysis.

Statistical analysis
Data are expressed as mean ± standard
deviation unless otherwise indicated.
Different age groups were compared by
one-way repeated analysis of variance
(ANOVA). Differences were considered
statistically significant at the P < 0.05 level.

Results
Classification of pigmented spots by size
The pigmented spots in the cheek
images, extracted by the imageprocessing techniques, were evaluated
by comparisons with the original
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photographs. Representative images of
extracted regions are shown in Figure
2. Spots covering areas greater than
10 mm 2, greater than 4 mm 2, greater
than 2 mm 2, and less than 2 mm 2 are
shown as red, green, blue, and gray
masks, respectively. It should be noted
that the blue masks specifically covered
freckles and small mottled pigmentation
areas. Conversely, larger spots, such
as solar lentigo, were extracted as red
areas. We confirmed that this system
was sufficiently sensitive to characterize
pigmented spots by their size alone.

Age-dependent changes in heterogeneity
of skin color
The image analysis on the cheeks of 643
Asian women confirmed that the method
can extract the melanin concentration,
numbers and sizes of individual pigmented
spots. Table I shows the ANOVA results
of these three parameters, comparing
the means of each age group. As shown
in Figure 3, the number of spots per
cheek on one side increased with age in a
statistically significant manner (correlation
coefficient = 0.61315). In addition, the
standard variation spread with increasing
age, indicating that numbers of pigmented
spots varied more among older individuals
than among their younger counterparts.
Furthermore, significant differences
between adjacent groups were observed
only between group C (30–34) and group
D (35–39) (Table 1 (a)). In the present
cohort of female subjects, individuals
aged in their 30s demonstrated significant
increase in spot numbers. For investigating
the size and melanin concentration, we
considered the multiple individual spots
on the cheek of each subject. In total, 8372
pigmented spots were detected from the
643 women. The sizes of the individual
spots significantly increased with age (Fig.
4, correlation coefficient = 0.33288). The
probabilit y of pigmented spots exceeding
10 mm2 was increased in individuals
aged 40 and older. As shown in Figure 5,
the melanin concentration of individual
spots also significantly increased with
age (correlation coefficient = 0.40393).
However, no significant differences were
observed among the elderly groups (F, G,
H, and I).
Vol 6 No 1
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Discussion
In the present study, we established
a spot-counting method based on
digital imaging to evaluate individual
pigmented spots. Applying this method,
we characterized the age-related changes
in the spots, and successfully measured
the melanin concentrations, numbers
and sizes of individual pigmented spots.
In an image analysis of the cheeks of
643 Asian women, age-related changes
of the pigmented spots was clearly
demonstrated.
By visualizing individual spots in the
cheek images, we confirmed that the
developed algorithms are sufficiently
sophisticated to separate and distinguish
pigmented spots from background skin.
This imaging system enables us to rapidly
quantify the individual sizes of small
pigmented spots scattered over a wide
area of the skin. However, because our
imaging system was primarily designed
to characterize and quantify small, widely
distributed pigmented spots, it cannot
detect large ambiguous pigmentations
covering large areas, such as melasma.
While our algorithm accurately detects
solar lentigo, ephelides, and pigmented
nevi, an improved version would also
detect larger spots and establish their
conditions, for evaluation of diverse facial
pigmented regions. This development
will be attempted in future study.
From the viewpoint of clinical study
on the cosmeceuticals for improving
pigmented spots, highly sensitive
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evaluation methods targeting individual
pigmented spots are long-awaited in
an objective and quantitative manner.
Presented methodology would be
useful for the efficacy evaluation of
cosmetics focusing the size and melanin
concentration of individual pigmented
spots.

Kumiko Kikuchi
Shiseido Research Center
2-2-1 Hayabuchi, Tsuzuki-ku
Yokohama 224-8558, Japan
Tel: +81-45-590-6000
Fax: +81-45-590-6387
E-mail: kumiko.kikuchi1@to.shiseido.
co.jp

Conclusions
We have developed useful methods for
separating individual pigmented spots
from background skin and evaluating
their numbers, sizes and pigment
concentrations. Applying these methods,
we quantified the age-related changes
in pigmented spots. This methodology
should provide useful information for
dermatology, pharmacology, and esthetic
cosmetology. The presented approach
opens new possibilities for quantifying
skin pigmentation in clinical and
research fields.
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1. Aesthesiometer

No. 25 Soothing - Itch Relief
- Antipruritic
Aesthesiometer measurement of
skin
Supportable Claims
• Itch reduction
• Soothing
• Antipruritic

Measurement

2. Skin Challenge to Arm

John Staton
Dermatest Pty Ltd
Sydney, Australia

Test sites are demarcated by two
rectangular areas of 2.5 x 4.5 inch
on the distal - proximal axis 4
inches proximal from the wrist on
the volar surfaces of each forearm.
Sites are first lathered with a simple
soap and shaved in order to remove
any hair on the site.
For additional sensitivity challenge,
cellophane tape is applied to
strip the skin to the point of first
glistening. This produces an area of
compromised skin, emulating the
action of scratching the skin.
A West-itch Aesthesiometer is then
used to mechanically induce a
consistent itch . The instrument can
be adjusted to a setting sufficient
to produce a minimal response in
the form of itch intensity and this
is subjectively determined prior to
application of the test materials. A
scale is applied and the minimal
response limit is set as “level 3 rated
itch”.
After application of the products
and an appropriate wait time, the
instrument is then used to induce
the equivalent level determined prior
to application. The comparative
itch level for the 2 samples is then
indicated by the participant.

Rating Scale
0 = none
up to 2.5 = very slight
>2.5 to 4.5 = slight
>4.5 to 6.5 = mild
>6.5 to 9.9 = moderate
10 = severe
Duration - needs to be defined by
the client, depending on product
indication/s.
Product Application - 0.4 g per
application per test area.
2 product comparison or control
placebo.

Assessment of Change
Change can be quantified and
scored according to the subjective
responses of the test volunteers
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Unique properties of
biosurfactant KANEKA surfactin
and its potential applications
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Abstract
Surfactin is one of the most promising
biosurfactants produced by fermentation
under mild conditions with a harmless
microorganism, Bacillus subtilis,
and naturally derived raw materials.
Sodium surfactin (SFNa), a sodium
salt of surfactin, is manufactured in
Japan by Kaneka Corporation and
commercially available (KANEKA
surfactin). This sustainable product is
a safe and environmentally friendly
product. Results of skin irritation
test show that it is much milder than
other typical surfactants. In fact, it
showed no observable skin irritation
at a concentration lower than 2.5wt%.
Moreover, it biodegraded almost
completely within a week in the
biodegradation test.
The structure of surfactin is unique
compared to that of other surfactants.
It has a heptapeptide head group
interlinked with a β-hydroxy fatty
acid. Due to its unique cyclic peptide
structure, surfactin shows excellent
surface and self-assembling properties.
SFNa exhibited a dominantly low CMC
(critical micelle concentration) value
of 0.0003 wt%. It also dramatically
reduces CMCs of some other typically
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used surfactants such as LAS (liner
alkylbenzene sulfonate) and SDS
(sodium dodecyl sulfate) when used as a
co-surfactant. Moreover, SFNa’s unique
abilities, such as creating transparent
oil gels and decreasing irritation,
bring about many interesting potential
applications in personal care, home care
and many other industries.

1. Sodium Surfactin
Sodium surfactin (SFNa), an anionic
biosurfactant, is produced during
the natural fermentation process of
Bacillus subtilis. It belongs to the
group of lipopeptides. As shown in
Figure 1.1, surfactin has a heptapeptide
head group interlinked with a
β-hydroxy fatty acid.

Introduction
Surfactants have been playing an
important role in a variety of industries,
especially in personal care. In recent
years, with the increasing environmental
concerns, biosurfactants, given their
natural origin and high biodegradability,
have been gathering quite some interest
in the industry. A few examples are
sophorolipids, mannosyl erythritol lipid
(MEL) and so on. This paper discusses
a very special type of biosurfactant,
sodium surfactin (SFNa) (product name:
KANEKA surfactin), and its industrial
applications. With a unique cyclic
peptide as its hydrophilic structure,
SFNa shows some special characteristics.
The following of this paper will majorly
discuss these characteristics in detail and
their implication in personal care related
applications.

Figure 1.1 Chemical Structure of Sodium
Surfactin

A very distinguished characteristic of
SFNa is its extremely low critical micelle
concentration (CMC). Wilminley plate
method at 25°C shows that SFNa has a
CMC of 0.0003 wt% with a Ycmc of 27
mN/m. This indicates that SFNa is very
efficient in decreasing surface tension
of water. Table 1.1 compares the CMC
of SFNa to some other commonly used
surfactants.
Vol 6 No 1

Performance
Surfactant

KANEKA Surfactin (SFNa)
(INCI: Sodium Surfactin)

CMC
(wt.%)

vs.
SFNa

0.0003

1

1

1/3000

Sodium Dodecyl Sulfate

0.1

1/300

Sodium Lauryl Ether Sulfate

0.03

1/100

Lecithin

Table 1.1 CMC Comparisons of SFNa and
Other Typical Surfactants

Due to its unique peptide structure,
intermolecular hydrogen bonds are
formed between surfactins. The forming
of such hydrogen bond is believed to
contribute to the low CMC of SFNa
and its strong assembling ability. Such
strong assembling ability is not only
observed in aqueous solution but also
in organic solvents. The following CD
spectra (Figure 2.1) show that SFNa
forms secondary structures (β-sheet)
in methanol, ethanol, acetone and
tetrahydrofuran. The results also indicate

formation of micelle or lamellar structure
in such solvents.
SFNa’s strong ability to aggregate
may have important implications in
formulations involving these organic
solvents during the formulation or
production process of some personal care
or home care products.

2. Surface Activities
SFNa not only shows incredible surface
activity itself, it also dramatically changes
the surface-active properties of some
anionic surfactants. Table 2.1 and 2.2
shows how the CMCs of sodium dodecyl
sulfate (SDS) and liner alkylbenzen
sulfonate (LAS) changes with respect to
addition of SFNa.
SDS : SFNa

CMC (M)

ϒCMC (mN/m)

100 : 0

-3

8.4×10

39.7

99 : 1

2.0×10-4

33.4

-5

35.2

9:1

1.6×10

Table 2.1 CMC of SDS Combing with SFNa

LAS : SFNa

CMC (M)

ϒCMC (mN/m)

100 : 0

1.1×10

-3

35.2

99 : 1

1.5×10-4

33.1

-5

35.2

9:1

1.6×10

Table 2.2 CMC of LAS Combing with SFNa

In both case, replacing 10 mol% of the
existing surfactant by SFNa reduce the
CMC to the order of 10 -5. This implies
that introducing SFNa into the system
may largely reduce the dosage of the
main surfactant being used.

3. Application in Personal Care
3.1 Emulsion Stabilization
A very important property for
surfactants used in personal care is their
emulsifying ability. One benefit of SFNa
is that it is able to improve emulsification
stability at extremely low dosage. Figure
3.1.1 compares the results of stability
test of emulsion of water and squalane
(1:1) created using 0.1 wt% of emulsifier
after 60 days at 80°C. While emulsions
formulated with other emulsifiers broke,
SFNa was able to keep most of the
emulsion intact as shown in the leftmost
test tube.

Figure 3.1.1 Emulsion after 60 days at 80°C

Figure 1.2 CD Spectra of SFNa in Organic Solvants

Figure 3.1.2 Hand Cream Stability Test with and without SFNa
Vol 6 No 1

Given its strong ability to create stable
emulsion used as a single emulsifier, it
would be interesting to see how SFNa
impact the system when used with other
emulsifier. The following test examines
how SFNa does in a hand cream
formulation.
Figure 3.1.2 shows how the
distribution of particle size changes
for the hand cream formula with and
without SFNa. The main emulsifier
being used in the hand cream formula
is fatty acid salt (soap). The red line
depicts the particle size distribution
of the formula with SFNa, while the
blue one depicts the one without. The
distribution on the left hand side shows
the science of beauty
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the particle size for the freshly made
hand cream. Both distributions are sharp
indicating nice and even emulsions.
After severe temperature oscillations,
which involves freezing the emulsions to
-20°C followed by two weeks of cycling
between 40°C and 0°C, the distribution
of particle size represented by the blue
line falls apart, which indicates the break
of the emulsion. On the other hand,
the red distribution remains sharp as
before. In other words, the results show
that addition of SFNa helps stabilize the
emulsion.

that cause less skin irritation have
become more favorable for formulators
in personal care industries. Despite
of its high surface activity and strong
emulsifying ability, SFNa is extremely
mild surfactant. Figure 3.3.1 shows
the primary skin irritation test results
of SFNa compare to SDS and sodium
lauroyl glutamate, the latter being usually
considered mild and has been used
majorly in facial cleansers. It is quite clear
that irritation level of SFNa is much less
than both of the surfactants. Moreover,
below 2.5 wt%, no skin irritation could
be observed for SFNa.

4. Some Other Distinctive Properties
4.1 Compatibility with Cationics
Usually anionic surfactants need to be
avoided when cationic surfactants are
present. However, SFNa is an anionic
surfactant that could be used with
cationics and causes no precipitation.
Mixing SFNa and quaternary
ammonium with a molecular ratio of
1:1 leads to the formation of micelle
orvesicle structure. (See Figure 4.1.1)

3.2 Detergent Phase and Transparent Oil
Gel Formation
A unique property of SFNa lies in
its ability to form Detergent Phase
(D-phase). D-phase allows formulators
to create micro emulsions. In the case
of SFNa, D-phase emulsification allows
it to create emulsion with particle
sizes centered around 1-2 micrometers
using only 0.1 wt% of SFNa in final
formulation.
Another important application of
D-phase created by SFNa is to create
oil gel, which could be used for oil
cleansing, massage oil, or gel type
essence. Figure 3.2.1 shows oil gels
created by 1 wt% SFNa and 4 different
types of oils, including squalene, silicone
oil, ester oil and olive oil Oil gel could
also be formulated using a combination
of oils. The oil gels contains roughly
20% glycerin, 70-80% oil, 1% SFNa, and
some water to match the ref lective index
of oil phase and water phase in order to
make the oil gels transparent.

Figure 4.1.1 Vesicle Formed by SFNa and
Quanternary Ammonium Salt

4.2 Compatibility with Enzymes

Figure 3.3.1 Primary Skin Irritation Test
Results

Not only that SFNa itself is very mild
to skin, it also helps to reduce irritation
caused by other surfactants. A test is
done using a 3D skin model to measure
the cell survival rate after treatment of
surfactant solution. Figure 3.3.2 shows
the result of this test. While 0.3 wt%
Alkyl Ether Sulfate (AES) solution
causes the death of 1/3 of the skin cells,
introducing 0.1-1 wt% of SFNa into the
system decreases the cytotoxicity.

Surfactin is known to be compatible
with protein, such as enzymes. Stability
of enzyme in a liquid system is a problem
a lot of home care formulators are
facing. Normally, surfactants inhibit
enzyme activity and destabilize enzymes.
SFNa, on the contrary, “protects” the
enzymes from being “attacked” by
other surfactants. Figure 4.2.1 shows the
impact of adding SFNa to a system of
substilisin and SDS. We could observe a
clear trend that increasing the dosage of
SFNa increases enzyme activities when
SDS is present.

Figure 4.2.1 Enzyme Activity Comparison of
Different Treatment
Figure 3.2.1 Oil Gels Formulated with SFNa

Figure 3.3.2 Cell Survival Rate after Treatment

5. Summary

3.3 Irritation Reduction

The results in this subsections shows
that despite being an anionic surfactant,
SFNa is comparable, if not better than,
non-ionic surfactants when comes to
skin irritation.

Accompanied by its low CMC, SFNa
shows great emulsification and dispersion
ability at extremely low dosage.
Moreover, it serves as an extremely
powerful cosurfactant, which reduces
CMC of some anionic surfactants by

With increasing environmental and
health issues in urban life, products
designed for sensitive skin is gaining
more interest. As a result, raw ingredients
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two orders. Not only being very mild to
skin when used alone, SFNa also helps
reduce skin irritation caused by other
surfactants.
Besides the above-mentioned
properties, SFNa also exhibits some
unusual properties as an anionic
surfactant, such as compatibility with
cationics and enzymes, and some other
features such as increasing cleaning
properties of blood stain, film forming
property along surface which would
lead to potential application in hair care
products, and so much more that are not
mentioned in this paper.
Although Arima in Tokyo University
has discovered Surfactin since 1968, most
researches are done in small scale due to
limitation of production. Now that it is
finally being produces at industrial scale,
large scale applications have been gaining
researcher’s interest given its wide range
of unique properties. Especially due to
its high emulsification ability, SFNa has
already been found effective in areas

such as enhance oil recovery, emulsion
polymerization, and so on.
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